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Abstract 

Large-scale Investigation of Memory Circuits 

Prawesh Dahal  

The human brain relies on the complex interactions of distinct brain regions to support cognitive 

processes. The interplay between the hippocampus and neocortical regions plays a key role in the 

formation, storage, and retrieval of long-term episodic memories. Oscillatory activities during 

sleep are a fundamental mechanism that binds distributed neuronal networks into functionally 

coherent ensembles. However, the large-scale hippocampal-neocortical oscillatory mechanisms 

that support flexible modulation of long-term memory remain poorly understood. Furthermore, 

alterations to physiologic spatiotemporal patterns that are essential for intact memory function can 

result in pathophysiology in brain disorders such as focal epilepsy. Investigating how epileptic 

network activity disrupts connectivity in distributed networks and the organization of oscillatory 

activity are additional crucial areas that require further research. Our experiments on rodents and 

human patients with epilepsy have provided valuable insights into these mechanisms. In rodents, 

we used high-density microelectrode arrays in tandem with hippocampal probes to analyze 

intracranial electroencephalography (iEEG) from multiple cortical regions and the hippocampus. 

We identified key hippocampal-cortical oscillatory biomarkers that were differentially coordinated 

based on the age, strength, and type of memory. We also analyzed iEEG from patients with focal 

epilepsy and demonstrated how individualized pattern of pathologic-physiologic coupling can 

disrupt large-scale memory circuits. Our findings may offer new opportunities for therapies aimed 

at addressing distributed network dysfunction in various neuropsychiatric disorders.  
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Chapter 1: Memory Circuits of the Brain  

1.1 Multiple Memory Systems 

Human memory can be broadly categorized into two main types: short-term memory 

(STM) and long-term memory (LTM). STM or working memory is responsible for holding a 

limited amount of information for a brief period, typically seconds to minutes. On the other hand, 

LTM can hold an unlimited amount of information for an extended period, ranging from minutes 

to years. LTM can be further divided into nondeclarative memory and declarative memory. 

Nondeclarative memory, also known as implicit memory, includes memory for skills, habits, and 

conditioned responses. Declarative memory involves conscious recollection of information and 

can be further divided into episodic memory (memory for personal experiences) and semantic 

memory (memory for general knowledge and facts). These different types of memory are 

processed in different brain regions and involve different neural mechanisms.  

1.2 Declarative Memory and Hippocampus 

The hippocampal region has been identified as fundamental to our capacity for declarative 

memory. The important principle in declarative memory is the ability to encode the uniqueness of 

a single event in place and time. Episodic memory is the specific form of long-term declarative 

memory that allows us to learn, store, and recall everyday events within a spatiotemporal context. 

Decades of neurobiological studies have established that this memory function is supported by the 

medial temporal lobe (MTL) memory system which includes the hippocampus, the 

parahippocampal region and neocortical areas.[1] In 1957, Scoville and Milner conducted a 

groundbreaking study on the renowned patient H. M. and provided the first detailed analysis of 

the effects of damage to the hippocampal region on long-term episodic memory.[2] H. M., who 
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underwent bilateral remove of the medial temporal lobes to alleviate epilepsy, suffered from severe 

amnesia as a result. Continuing study of H. M. [3],[4] and other amnesic patients [5], [6] revealed 

that damage to the MTL, or specifically the hippocampus, impedes the ability to remember recent 

autobiographical memories as well as causes deficits in long-term spatial memory. [7] However, 

short-term memories, the learning of skills, and general knowledge and facts are not affected. 

These findings suggest that hippocampal regions function predominantly for one type of memory 

processing – memory of places and events. Notably, these amnesic patients had no difficulty 

recalling remote memories formed well before the lesion, indicating that the hippocampus may 

also have a time-limited role in memory processing.  

Further research on animal models has been instrumental in dissecting the hippocampal memory 

system and characterizing the neural circuitry and information processing mechanisms that 

mediate long-term memory processing. These studies have provided supportive evidence for the 

hypothesis generated by the early studies that the hippocampus plays a critical role in initial 

episodic memory formation. However, over time, memories appear to be reorganized somewhere 

outside of the hippocampal network, where they may become resistant to disruption caused by 

hippocampal damage.   

1.3 Lesions in Animal Models    

Animal models have played a crucial role in establishing a consensus on the function of the 

hippocampal memory system by enabling invasive experiments with interventions such as lesions. 

In nonhuman primates and rodents, damage to the hippocampal region has resulted in findings 

similar to human amnesia and has supported the hippocampus's time-limited and memory-specific 

roles. For example, monkeys trained in multiple object discrimination tasks showed better recall 

for problems learned 12 weeks before the lesion than those learned just before the lesion.[8],[9] 
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Similarly, rats with hippocampal lesions 28 days after contextual fear conditioning continued to 

exhibit fear in the conditioning chamber, unlike rats trained just one day before the lesion. [10] 

Additionally, hippocampal lesions resulted in impairments in rodents’ spatial working memory 

[11]  and navigation skills to hidden spatial goals in a water maze.[12]  

These neurophysiologic lesion studies in animals suggested that episodic memory becomes less 

dependent on the hippocampal region over time. Based on these findings, researchers proposed the 

influential theory of the two-stage model of systems consolidation [13],[14], according to which 

initial hippocampal memory traces are reactivated offline to transfer and gradually strengthen 

memory representations in the neocortex.   

1.4 Hippocampal – Neocortical Circuitry  

To understand the nature of memory consolidation, it is crucial to first delineate the anatomical 

organization of the hippocampal memory system and its signaling pathways to the neocortex. 

Given that the formation and storage of memory involve an interplay between the MTL and 

neocortex, it follows that there must be some kind of interaction between these two regions. By 

understanding the organization of the hippocampal memory system and the pathways through 

which it communicates with the neocortex, we can gain insight into the mechanisms underlying 

memory consolidation. 
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Figure 1: The anatomical and functional organization of the hippocampal memory system: (a): The 
neocortical areas (blue), the perirhinal cortex (purple), the parahippocampal or postrhinal cortex (dark 
purple), the entorhinal cortex (light purple) and the hippocampus (green) form this memory system. Figure 
from [1]  (b) Perirhinal Cortex (PRC) – Lateral entorhinal area (LEA), Parahippocampal cortex (PHC) – 
Medial entorhinal area (MEA). 
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As shown in both monkeys and rats [15]-[16], the hippocampus receives information from various 

areas of the neocortex through the parahippocampal region, which includes the perirhinal, 

parahippocampal (or postrhinal in rats), and entorhinal cortices (Figure 1). These subdivisions of 

the parahippocampal region are interconnected and serve as a convergence site for cortical input, 

distributing cortical afferents to different parts of the hippocampus, such as the dentate gyrus, CA3 

and CA1 areas, and subiculum. Within the hippocampus, there are both divergent and convergent 

connections that could facilitate a large network of associations and support plasticity mechanisms 

for encoding new information. The parahippocampal region receives output from the hippocampus 

and projects back to the same areas of the neocortex that originally provided input to this 

region.[17] 

The complex interactions between these regions governs declarative memories. The 

hippocampal memory system is functionally organized into distinct streams for processing spatial 

information and object features (Figure 1b).  The cortical projections to the subregions of the MTL 

are streamed in two parallel pathways [18], characterized as relating to spatial and non-spatial 

features of sensory input. Neocortical input regarding object features ("what") are passed through 

the perirhinal cortex (PRC) and lateral entorhinal area (LEA), while spatial details, (“where”) 

converge in the parahippocampal cortex (PHC) and medial entorhinal area (MEA). These 

pathways converge in the hippocampus which integrates and represents events in the context in 

which they were experienced. Reverse projections trace the same pathways back to the 

parahippocampal and neocortical regions. Back projections to the PHC-MEA may support recall 

of context, while back projections to the PHC-LEA may support recall of item associations. This 

functional organization allows for the integration of various types of information to form complex 
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memories, and for the retrieval of these memories through different pathways depending on the 

type of information being accessed. 

1.5 Two-Stage Model of Memory Consolidation  

The two-stage model of systems memory consolidation (Figure 2) is a widely accepted theory that 

explains the process by which newly encoded memories are gradually transferred and strengthened 

from the hippocampus to the neocortex. [19], [20] This process occurs in two stages - during the 

initial encoding, the hippocampus binds the different neocortical components of the experience 

into one unique episodic memory. However, these memories are not yet stable and are prone to 

interference. In the second stage, the hippocampus reactivates and replays the memory traces 

during periods of rest or sleep, which then propagates across the hippocampal memory network 

and reactivates the neocortical components. This coactivation triggers stabilization of local 

synaptic changes and strengthens the memory representations in the distributed neocortical 

networks, thus integrating them into long-term memories. These long-term memories become 

stable and resistant to interference, but remain susceptible to updating, weakening or modification 

post memory recall or retrieval in a mechanism called reconsolidation. [21], [22] 
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Figure 2: Schematic of process of memory consolidation: During wakefulness, external information 
(yellow arrows) flows through our sensory neocortical sites to the hippocampus that rapid binds it into a 
temporary unique representation. During sleep, these memory traces are repeatedly reactivated (red arrow) 
and transformed and integrated into neocortex (blue arrows). This process is called systems consolidation. 
Sleep also leads to global synaptic renormalization that could lead to the erasure of irrelevant information. 
Consolidated remote memories can be retrieved during wake again without involving the hippocampus 
(green upward arrows) and other new information can be encoded (yellow and green downward arrows) 
[20].   
 

1.6 Stage I – Encoding   

During wakefulness, the hippocampus is responsible for encoding novel episodic information. 

Studies using microdialysis measurements have shown that there are high levels of acetylcholine 

release in the hippocampus of freely moving rats during active wake behavior. [23] This release 

partially suppresses excitatory feedback connections in the hippocampus from CA1 neurons and 

favors information flow from the neocortex, thereby setting the appropriate dynamics for 

encoding. Hippocampus plays a fundamental role in spatial memory by mapping spatial layouts of 

the environment and encoding “sense of location”. For example, in rodents exploring their 

environment, researchers reported the observation of hippocampal pyramidal cells, called place 
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cells, that selectively fire when the rat is in particular zones of space (‘place fields’). [24] These 

place cell discharges are organized in time-compressed sequences that are precisely embedded in 

particular phases of the ongoing theta oscillations (7-14 Hz) in the wake hippocampus.[24]-[26] 

As a result, theta oscillations provide a timing signal to place cell firings to facilitate sequence 

learning in the hippocampal network during encoding.   

1.7 Stage 2 – Sleep  

The second stage of memory consolidation relies on sleep where the hippocampus, through its 

interactions with the cortex, promotes information transfer. In humans, sleep is divided into several 

stages including non-rapid eye movement (NREM) and rapid eye movement (REM) sleep (Figure 

3). In humans, the NREM sleep is divided into 3 stages. The deepest stages of NREM sleep (stage 

3) is also referred as slow wave sleep (SWS). SWS dominates the first half of nocturnal sleep and 

has been shown to be a crucial stage for reprocessing of memory representations. The latter stages 

of sleep are dominated by REM sleep. Rodent studies also typically identify SWS and REM sleep 

as the main sleep stages. However, rodent sleep is more fragmented characterized with shorter 

sleep epochs and more frequent changes in stages and awakenings. [28]  
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Figure 3: Sleep architecture in humans with cyclic occurrence of NREM and REM sleep. We can 
observe how NREM sleep phases are dominating the first half of the sleep whereas REM sleep the later 
stages. Figure from [28].  
 
1.7.1 Hippocampal Neural Replay  

During sleep, the brain is no longer exposed to external stimuli. This isolation is characterized by 

reduced level of acetylcholine in the hippocampus during SWS and quiet waking. [23] This might 

readjust the dynamics for the facilitation of consolidation of memory traces. The suppression of 

excitatory feedback connections of hippocampus during wake is now released, enhancing recurrent 

effective connectivity from hippocampus to extra-hippocampal networks. One way this could be 

achieved is through the phenomenon called neural replay. Neural replay is commonly observed 

during NREM sleep in rats where previously encoded spatial information (e.g., hippocampal place 

cell sequences during spatial exploration) is replayed by the hippocampus. [29]-[31] For example, 

compared to other cells, place cells activated during wake behavior increased their firing rate 

during subsequent sleep. Further studies confirmed strong correlations between spike trains of 

place cells observed during spatial exploration and those during sleep. In addition, these 

reactivated patterns during sleep also preserved the temporal order in which the cells fired during 

learning.  Sequences of neural replay in the hippocampus are also coordinated with replay in the 

neocortex during SWS [32] suggesting the mediation of gradual redistribution of memory 

representations between these regions.  

1.7.2 Sharp-wave Ripples  

Importantly, this replay of firing patterns in hippocampal neuronal ensembles during sleep occurs 

predominantly during sharp-wave ripple oscillations (SPW-Rs; Figure 3). [33],[34] Sharp-wave 

ripples are caused by massive activation of a population of hippocampal neurons.[35] Sharp-waves 

localized in stratum radiatum reflect massive excitation of CA1 pyramidal neurons by synchronous 
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discharges of CA3 pyramidal cells via the Schaffer collaterals (Figure 4). The synchronization of 

the interneuron network at ~200 Hz generates fast field oscillations called ripples in the pyramidal 

layer. SPW-Rs occur during both SWS and non-exploratory wake states and have also been 

identified in macaques [36] and humans. [37] 

 

 

Figure 4: Hippocampal local field potentials (LFPs) during exploration and sleep. (a) Theta rhythm 
during exploration (green trace) and large irregular activity during SWS (blue trace) highlighting sharp 
wave events (red stars). (b) Zoomed view showing sharp wave in stratum radiatum (rad) and ripple 
oscillations in stratum pyramidale (pyr). Bottom trace is filtered SWR between 150-250 Hz. (c) Neuronal 
organization in the hippocampus (or: stratum oriens, lm: stratum lacunosum moleculare, CA1–3: cornu 
ammonis subfields of the hippocampus, DG: dentate gyrus).   
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Hippocampal replay events during sleep occurring during SPW-Rs are not only in strict temporal 

order, but also compressed in time by a factor of 5 to 20. [32]-[33] This has been demonstrated by 

employing methods like pattern-matching or sequence ranking in the firing trajectories. The 

temporal compression of neural replay makes it compatible with the typical time windows during 

which synaptic modifications and plasticity can be triggered, such as the induction of long-term 

potentiation (LTP) in the hippocampus. [38] Learning processes induce LTP in the hippocampus 

[40] that strengthens specific connections between neurons. Depolarization of the CA1 pyramidal 

cells during SPW-Rs also induces LTP [39] suggesting a potential mechanism utilized by SPW-

Rs for memory consolidation. 

1.7.3 Sharp-wave Ripples and Memory Consolidation 

Several studies have demonstrated a strong correlation between SPW-Rs and memory 

consolidation. The occurrence rate of SPW-Rs has been shown to increase during sleep after 

learning and this increase seems to predict memory recall in rats as well as humans [42]-[43], 

suggesting that learning-dependent mechanisms can modulate SPW-Rs. One of the most 

influential studies that demonstrated the causal role of SPW-Rs in memory consolidation involved 

selectively suppressing ripples in rodents (Figure 5). This study, which used a hippocampal-

dependent spatial memory task, detected ripples in the hippocampus during SWS after learning 

sessions and suppressed them through electrical stimulation. The disruption of ripples significantly 

impaired the animal's performance during recall, comparable to earlier effects observed in 

hippocampal lesion models. [44] Additional evidence was independently provided by another 

study which used a slightly different spatial learning task and stimulation protocol.[45] Therefore, 

these results provide direct evidence that SPW-Rs and its associated hippocampal neuronal 

reactivations in the off-line state play a causal role in the consolidation of memories.  
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Figure 5: Causal role of SPW-Rs in memory consolidation. (a) Hypothesis – SPW-Rs and its 
associated neural replay is key to consolidation of memories. (b) Experiment to suppress ripples after 
learning and expect to induce a memory deficit. (c) Interruption of SPW-R and spiking activity in the 
hippocampus. LFPs (black traces), spiking activity (vertical ticks), time of stimulation (vertical dashed 
line) (d) Impaired performance in stimulated tests rats compared to controls. Figure from [45].  
 

1.7.4 Hippocampal-Neocortical Transfer 

According to the theory of consolidation, labile memory traces from the hippocampus are 

reorganized in the neocortical networks, leading to a retrieval process that gradually becomes 

independent of the hippocampus. Successful retrieval of remote memories is increasingly 

dependent on neocortical brain regions. For example, Takashima et al. showed using fMRI that 

hippocampal activation level during recognition memory tests declined over time accompanied by 

a progressively stronger activations in the medial prefrontal region, suggesting retrieval of remote 

memories can be executed without the hippocampus. [46] Changes such as synaptogenesis, 

increased gene expression, and laminar reorganization, occur in prefrontal and anterior cingulate 

cortex after spatial learning in mice, emphasizing the critical role of cortical sites in memory 
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storage and retrieval. [47] Multiple brain regions, including neocortical and subcortical regions, 

have also been shown to participate in neuronal ensemble reactivations during memory 

consolidation. These reactivations occur simultaneously with neuronal firings in the hippocampus, 

albeit with a slight delay of about 40-50 ms. [28],[32],[48] Taken together, these results suggests 

that there is a transfer of information between hippocampal and neocortex. Oscillations that occur 

during SWS have gathered strong evidence to be one of the driving mechanisms coordinating 

consolidation. 

1.7.5 Role of Oscillations 

Oscillations are produced predominantly by fluctuations in postsynaptic potentials. Oscillatory 

system, generated by local populations of neurons in one region can interact with neuronal 

assemblies in another remote but synaptically connected brain region through phase 

synchronization. [49] This phase synchrony allows neurons to open and close their window for 

sending and receiving information. [50] When the sending and receiving groups of neurons are 

excitable at the same times, communication and information transfer is facilitated. [51]-[53]  

Oscillatory activities are key mechanisms of communication between distributed brain networks 

during wakefulness. [53] Studies on sensorimotor decision-making in primates and humans reveal 

that large-scale coherent oscillatory interactions, reflected by the phase coherence and amplitude 

correlation between brain regions, underlie neural mechanisms involved in different cognitive 

processes. Phase synchronization between the theta oscillations between prefrontal cortex and 

hippocampus has been implicated to modulate the retrieval of episodic memories in humans. [49] 

Oscillations have also been shown to travel across the cortical surface mediating intra- and inter-

cortical information transfer. For example, beta oscillations (10-45 Hz) traveled as waves across 

motor cortices in monkeys performing a motor task. [52] In addition, these waves systematically 
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varied their spatiotemporal properties indicating that oscillatory activities can carry behaviorally 

relevant information. Beta traveling waves in the monkey frontoparietal network predict recent 

reward memory and the direction and timing of theta and alpha traveling waves in humans 

correlate with memory encoding and recall. Chapter 4 presents a novel finding on how pathological 

network in epilepsy can adopt similar properties of oscillations to alter the spatiotemporal patterns 

of physiologic memory circuits.    

During slow-wave sleep, there are key oscillatory activities in the hippocampus and neocortex, the 

interplay of which is critical in memory consolidation. These oscillations regulate the timing of 

neural reactivations originating in the hippocampus in a manner capable of initiating synaptic 

changes in selected cortical sites. Oscillatory activity coordinated across multiple brain regions 

also creates a favorable context for the hippocampus to transfer and integrate information into 

relevant neocortical sites. This role of large-scale oscillatory orchestration for memory transfer is 

highlighted in Chapter 3.  

1.7.6 Hippocampal-Cortical Oscillatory Coupling 

Multiple studies have indicated that hippocampal-cortical dialogue might be facilitated through 

precise temporal coordination of hippocampal SPW-Rs oscillations with neocortical rhythms 

during sleep [56],[57] (Figure 5). The neocortical LFP oscillations present during SWS are slow 

oscillations (< 1 Hz) and thalamocortical spindles (12-15 Hz in humans and 8-20 Hz in rodents).  
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Figure 6: Temporal interplay of SPW-Rs with slow oscillations and spindles for systems 
consolidation. (a) Top: Relative amplitude and frequency of key SWS oscillations. Bottom: Spindles are 
nested in the up-state and ripples tend to nest in the troughs of spindles. (b) Brain regions involved in this 
process are neocortex (red), thalamus (green), and hippocampus (blue). Top-down and bottom-up loop-like 
model: Top-down (solid arrows): the down-state of neocortical SOs provides a general timing signal by 
suppressing thalamic spindles (green), hippocampal ripples (blue) and associated replay, as well as activity 
in multiple other brain areas suppresses thalamic spindles and ripple and brain activity in other regions. The 
recovery from it is the up-state which drives thalamocortical spindles and phase synchronizes ripple-spindle 
coupling. Bottom up (dashed line): Generated spindles target neocortical networks during up-state and 
facilitates synaptic plasticity. Both spindles and hippocampal ripples can also induce SOs in prefrontal 
cortex, hence creating a loop. Figure from [28]. 
 

Slow oscillations are synchronous alternations between down-states of membrane 

hyperpolarization and up-states of depolarization of widely distributed populations of neocortical 

neurons that correspond to periods of silence and high activity respectively. These oscillations are 

generated in cortical networks (layers 2/3 and 5) migrate mainly from anterior to posterior regions, 

and also reach subcortical structures including the hippocampus.[60]-[61] Human studies have 

shown that non-invasive brain stimulation that increased slow oscillation activity during post 

encoding SWS enhanced consolidation of declarative memories.[62]-[65] 

Sleep spindle oscillations are synaptically generated in the thalamus through interactions between 

thalamic relay neurons and inhibitory reticular neurons.[68] The depolarization of thalamic relay 
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neurons activates T-type calcium channels, which then produce low-threshold calcium spikes. 

These spikes in turn activate reticular neurons, which inhibit and reset thalamic relay neurons 

creating a cyclic interplay to induce spindles. The reticular neurons receive excitatory inputs from 

thalamic neurons that project to cortex and vice versa influencing the flow of information between 

the thalamus and cerebral cortex. Thus, spindle oscillations can spread to multiple neocortical 

regions via thalamocortical fibers and even reach the hippocampus. [69] Spindles have been shown 

to play fundamental role in learning and memory. In both rats and humans, the rate and density of 

cortical spindles increases after learning and correlates with post-sleep retrieval performance. [66] 

The precise temporal nesting of spindles during the up-states of slow oscillations has shown to be 

effective in enhancing memory consolidation. Combined optogenetic and closed-loop 

experimentation in mice showed that only spindles that were induced in-phase with the up-states 

of slow oscillations, but not out-of-phase, enhanced consolidation of hippocampal-dependent 

memory in contextual fear-conditioning task. [55] In contrast, suppression of in-phase thalamic 

spindles impaired memory performance during the same task.  

Hippocampal SPW-Rs  coincide with neocortical spindles and tend to preferentially phase-lock to 

spindle troughs.[56]-[58] Ripples are synchronized to slow oscillations – they are suppressed 

during the slow oscillation down-state and enhanced during the slow oscillation up-state.[55], [59] 

However, hippocampal SPW-Rs also demonstrate a time-delayed coupling with slow oscillation-

spindle activity in medial prefrontal cortex with ripples preceding slow oscillation-spindle coupled 

sequences by approximately 140 ms. [70] The fine temporal coordination of these three 

oscillations have been thus proposed as a mechanism of hippocampal-neocortical dialogue to 

transfer memory representations between the two regions. The causal link between the role of 

ripple-spindle coupling and memory consolidation was established by artificially enhancing the 
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pairing of SPW-Rs with cortical spindles in rodents during sleep following training on a spatial 

memory task. [70] Closed-loop stimulations at the time of SPW-Rs reliably induced down-up 

states and spindles in mPFC. These hippocampal-cortical coupled stimulations resulted in a 

successful consolidation of weak memory traces and predicted high recall performance. 

Furthermore, this coupling required fine temporal precision as random delays as short as 200 ms 

between SPW-Rs and cortical events restricted memory consolidation.  

Ripple-band activity has also been identified in cortical regions in rats (cortical ripples, CXR). [80] 

These oscillations were predominantly observed in association cortices, particularly the posterior 

parietal cortex (PPC). Hippocampal SPW-Rs and spindles had close temporal association with 

CXRs. SPW-Rs were temporally coupled with CXRs and this magnitude of coupling was 

enhanced with learning during a spatial task. CXRs are also observed in humans and were 

correlated with successful verbal memory retrieval. [71] These results suggests that, in addition to 

SPW-Rs-spindle coupling, interactions between hippocampal and cortical ripples also form part 

of the hippocampal-cortical dialogue for long-term hippocampal-dependent memory 
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consolidation, allowing information transfer to association neocortical sites (Figure 6).  

 

Figure 7: Key hippocampal-cortical oscillatory coupling important for memory consolidation. (a) 
Enhancement of hippocampal SPW-Rs and spindle coupling during post-encoding sleep enhances memory 
performance. Top: Stimulation protocol - rats (n = 9) were exposed for 3 min to two identical objects located 
in two adjacent corners of a familiar arena (encoding phase) and then underwent SPW-R–triggered cortical 
stimulation (n = 1,000) during SWS following the task (∼1 h). Coupled stimulation were delivered 
following SPW-Rs whereas delayed stimulation occurred (160-240 ms) delay. Bottom: Example SPW-R 
(blue) triggered stimulation (vertical dotted line) induced delta-wave (orange) followed by spindles (red) in 
mPFC. Increased memory recall following coupled (green bar) SPW-R-spindle stimulation (Maingret et 
al., 2016) (b) Coupling of hippocampal ripples and cortical ripples in the posterior parietal cortex (PPC) 
increases during sleep post-encoding of spatial maze. Top: LFP from PPC highlighting neocortical CXR 
(orange) and hippocampal ripples coupled with CXR (purple). (Scale bar 50 ms). Bottom: Sample trajectory 
of a rat (black) over maze surface relative to water reward locations (red) during exploration (left) and 
during training (middle, right). Sample CCGs between SPW-Rs and CXR showing increased coupling 
during post-training sleep compared to post-exploration sleep. Figures from [80] 
   

1.8 Consolidation versus Reconsolidation  

Newly formed memories become more stable and durable through memory consolidation. 

Retrieval of a consolidated memory can reopen a window of lability, after which the memory can 

be strengthened, updated, or weakened depending on the nature of the retrieval experience (Nader 

et al., 2000). This process of memory restabilization is called reconsolidation. Therefore, it has 
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been proposed that consolidation is not fixed, but a dynamic process wherein reactivation can 

flexibly modulate the lability of these memories. Over the years, several groups have investigated 

the molecular and cellular mechanisms behind reconsolidation to unravel whether it is simply a 

repetition of consolidation or in fact a distinct process.   

1.8.1 Cellular and Molecular Machinery of Consolidation   

It is crucial to distinguish between the concept of systems consolidation and that of “molecular” 

consolidation. Systems consolidation refers to the two-stage model, which emphasizes the 

interactions between brain regions, especially between the hippocampus and the neocortex, that 

allow for the transfer and stabilization of memory representations over time. In parallel, 

consolidation also occurs in the form of cellular and molecular changes within individual cells and 

synapses. [79] These two approaches are not mutually exclusive, but rather complement each other 

and offer different insights into the consolidation process.  

Over the past decades, studies have suggested that following a learning experience, a cascade of 

specific molecular and cellular events mediates the induction of LTP in the hippocampus and this 

is widely considered to provide a basis for memory consolidation. [73]-[74] Synaptic changes 

necessary for memory were characterized by crucial phases of RNA and protein synthesis as well 

as enhanced gene expression. Most of these studies were based on administering protein synthesis 

inhibitors and drugs in animals after training on conditioned fear memory tasks (e.g., fear 

conditioning, inhibitory avoidance) at different time intervals. [76] Their findings demonstrated 

that molecular mechanisms are only required immediately after training and for a short period of 

time (approximately a few hours). Inhibition during this period does not affect learning of the task 

but impairs the recall memory, thereby supporting the role of these mechanisms in memory 

consolidation.     
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1.8.2 Cellular and Molecular Machinery of Reconsolidation   

To determine whether consolidation and reconsolidation are similar or distinct processes, 

researchers have taken a direct approach by examining the involvement of specific molecules and 

brain regions in both processes. For instance, studies have investigated the effects of protein 

synthesis inhibitors after a consolidated memory was reactivated, as well as the inactivation of 

specific molecules and molecular pathways, or disruption of gene expression. [73] These 

investigations have revealed that general features such as protein synthesis, transcription, and 

translation are common to both consolidation and reconsolidation, suggesting similarities in the 

molecular processes underlying these long-term memory processes. 

However, it has also been found that consolidation and reconsolidation require different molecular 

mechanisms and recruit distinct brain areas. For example, the activation of mitogen-activated 

protein (MAP) kinases in hippocampal circuits has been shown to differ between training and 

retrieval phases of an object recognition task in rodents. [77] Memory reconsolidation recruit 

different protein transcription factors and only engage a subset of immediate-early genes induced 

in consolidation, suggesting unique non-overlapping mechanisms between these memory 

processes. Using positron emission tomography in humans, another study revealed the recruitment 

of unique brain areas for encoding and retrieval. Left frontal brain regions were activated during 

initial encoding whereas right superior frontal regions were engaged during subsequent retrieval 

of information. [78] These findings suggest that while there are some common molecular 

processes, which mediate long-term synaptic plasticity, involved in both consolidation and 

reconsolidation, there are key differences in the specific molecular mechanisms and brain circuits 

engaged during these processes. 
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However, there is still limited understanding of the oscillatory mechanisms in the hippocampal-

cortical network that underlie reconsolidation and how these processes differ from consolidation. 

Chapter 4 of this thesis will provide a detailed analysis of how hippocampal-cortical coupling 

patterns and temporal dynamics can be used to differentiate between consolidation and 

reconsolidation in animals performing spatial and non-spatial memory tasks. This will shed light 

on the complex interplay and bridge the gap between molecular and systems consolidation 

processes in the brain's memory formation and stabilization. 
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Chapter 2: Disrupted Memory Circuits in Focal Epilepsy  

Chapter 1 highlighted the anatomy and physiology of memory networks and how cellular and 

molecular mechanisms, in complement with systems-level hippocampal-neocortical oscillatory 

mechanisms, support memory consolidation. This section reviews some of the key human and 

animal studies that investigate the mechanisms of disrupted memory networks in focal epilepsy.   

2.1 Focal Epilepsy  

Epilepsy is a neurological disorder that affects millions of people worldwide. It is characterized 

by recurrent seizures that arise due to abnormal excessive or hypersynchronous neuronal firing in 

the brain.[1] Depending on the location of the initial event and extent of the abnormal brain 

activity, the clinical presentation of seizures in patients can vary widely. Based on key signs and 

symptoms, seizures are classified into focal or generalized onset or unknown onset seizures.[2] 

Focal-onset seizures originate within networks limited to one hemisphere and may be discretely 

localized whereas generalized from onset seizures are defined as originating at some point within 

and rapidly engaging bilaterally distributed networks.    

2.2 Interictal epileptiform discharges (IEDs)  

One of the hallmark features of focal epilepsy, characterized by with focal-onset seizures, 

is the presence of interictal epileptiform discharges (IEDs). These interictal spikes are brief (< 250 

ms) events produced by synchronous discharges of neurons in the epileptic focus region. [5] IEDs 

occur between seizures and can have significant impact on brain function. IEDs can not only 

transiently interrupt cognitive function that results in immediate behavioral effects, but also alter 

physiological mechanisms that are involved in brain plasticity and memory. Temporal lobe 

epilepsy (TLE) is the most common form of chronic focal epilepsy. [4] The temporal lobe includes 

the hippocampus and parahippocampal structures and is a critical brain region for memory 
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formation and retrieval. In cases of TLE, localized neuropathology in these memory-relevant brain 

regions often results in significant problems in memory, which is a major cognitive comorbidity.  

2.3 IEDs and Memory   

The detection and analysis of interictal epileptiform discharges (IEDs) in human patients with 

epilepsy, as well as experiments conducted on rodent models to explore the relationship between 

IEDs and memory-dependent behavior, have provided valuable insights into the effects of IEDs 

on memory and the potential mechanisms underlying these disruptions.  

2.3.1 Human Studies 

Numerous functional imaging and neuropsychological studies have investigated the effect of IEDs 

on memory in humans. Techniques such as functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and 

positron emission tomography (PET) have been used to non-invasively identify brain areas 

involved in memory processing in the temporal lobe of both normal and TLE patients, and to 

predict post-operative memory decline. [6] In a study of left TLE patients who underwent pre-

operative fMRI during a memory encoding task, significant reductions in functional connectivity 

were observed between bilateral MTL, occipital, and left orbitofrontal regions, suggesting roles of 

specific fibre pathways in functional plasticity of TLE [7].  

Studies of children and adults with epilepsy have shown that subjects with frequent IEDs 

detected on electroencephalography (EEG) were associated with worse performance on tests of 

attention, memory and executive function compared to those with infrequent IEDs. [8],[9] 

Hippocampal IEDs detected using depth electrodes in patients during pre-operative seizure 

localization were associated with decreased memory maintenance and retrieval, but not with 

encoding, during memory tasks. [10]  
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Furthermore, IEDs have been found to have enhanced occurrence during NREM sleep 

relative to wakefulness and REM sleep [13] (Figure 7b). As NREM and SWS sleep play a crucial 

role in facilitating memory consolidation, reactivations, and oscillatory dialogue, this result 

suggests that the occurrence of IEDs during this time period has the potential to interfere with key 

mechanisms. A recent study that aimed to establish the relationship between IEDs and 

physiological hippocampal sharp wave-ripples (SPW-Rs) during an associative memory task 

revealed the spatiotemporal impact of IEDs. [11] Patients with hippocampal depth electrodes and 

subdural intracranial grids covering an extensive portion of the frontal, parietal, occipital, and 

temporal cortices demonstrated that the occurrence of IEDs during a crucial time window (500-

2000 ms) of memory encoding and retrieval decreased the odds of successful memory performance 

on the task. In addition, hippocampal ripples that followed IEDs showed a transient decrease in 

rate during encoding and retrieval. These results suggest that IEDs may compete with and even 

decrease physiological oscillatory patterns crucial for memory encoding and recall. 

Finally, combining fMRI and intracranial EEG activity, another study showed that functional 

connectivity was altered even in brain regions outside of the epileptogenic zone and indices of 

directionality revealed that these zones exerted influence on non-epileptic zones during the 

interictal period. Chapter 4 sheds light on the potential mechanism of IEDs to facilitate the spread 

of epileptic networks and disrupt large-scale inter-cortical communication in humans. 

Overall, these human studies have provided evidence that IEDs can lead to changes in functional 

connectivity between brain regions involved in memory processing, interfere with key 

mechanisms during sleep crucial for memory consolidation, and compete with physiological 

oscillatory patterns crucial for memory encoding and recall. Additionally, epilepsy models in 

rodents have allowed for more in-depth investigation of the specific mechanisms underlying IEDs.  
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2.3.2 Rodent Studies 

To investigate the specific cellular changes associated with spatial memory impairments in 

epilepsy, one line of work conducted recordings of hippocampal neurons in free moving rats 

subjected to status epilepticus (SE), which is characterized by continuous or repetitive seizures 

(Liu et al., 2003). Compared to control rats, SE rats had impaired visual-spatial memory in the 

Morris water maze as well as less orderly and stable place cells firing patterns. Another study 

induced seizures in rats during their early postnatal period (between P1-P75) and examined long-

term function during adulthood (> P90). [15] They demonstrated that the animals had a reduced 

capacity for long-term potentiation and impaired spatial learning in a radial maze task.  

To investigate the role of IEDs, one group evoked epileptiform activity in the rodent hippocampus 

through the injection of penicillin.[12] This study provided evidence that IEDs show a phase 

preference, occurring more frequently during the trough phase of the slow oscillation. (Figure 7a). 

An epileptic network can also be generated in rodent kindling models by delivering electrical 

stimulation to a brain structure and lowering the threshold for epileptic activity. Hippocampal IEDs 

generated by kindling models are precisely coupled with spindle oscillations in the medial 

prefrontal cortex (mPFC) and this coupling was demonstrated to be more potent than physiological 

ripple-spindle coupling [16] (Figure 7c-d). More importantly, increased rate of IEDs and IED-

spindle coupling during the consolidation period was correlated with impaired spatial memory 

retrieval performance in kindled rats, compared to control rats. These findings provide important 

insights that IEDs can participate in memory-dependent oscillatory mechanisms in SWS to 

potentially disrupt the physiologic memory network necessary for episodic memory consolidation 

and retrieval.  
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 Figure 7: IEDs and their involvement during NREM oscillations governing hippocampal-neocortical 
information transfer. (a) IED-trigged field averages (top) and phase binning of spike events (bottom). 
IED spikes occurred preferentially at the negative point of delta-waves (Guzman et al., 2010) (b) Moving 
averages of IEDs (+ symbols) and their log-delta power show increased activity during NREM sleep 
(Malow et al., 1998) (c) Left: Raster plot of mPFC spindles (blue) and hippocampal IEDs (orange) in 
kindled rats. Scale bar, 10 s. Raw LFP of detected IED (orange; scale bars, 200 μV, 100 ms) and mPFC 
spindle evoked by IED (blue; scale bars, 100 μV, 500 ms). Middle: Cross-correlation (CCG) of IEDs and 
spindles show strong coupling. Right: Sample behavioral performance at the end of kindling during training 
(left) and test (left) shows impaired performance during test. (d) Left: Raster plot of mPFC spindles (blue) 
and hippocampal ripples (purple; scale bar, 10 s) (top). Raw LFP of detected ripple (purple; scale bars, 100 
μV, 50 ms) and  mPFC spindle associated with ripple (blue; scale bars, 100 μV, 500 ms). Middle: CCG of 
ripples and spindles showing a weaker coupling than IED-spindle. Right: Baseline behavioral performance 
of animal during baseline shows intact memory performance during test.  
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The mechanisms by which IEDs interact with and shape large-scale neural networks in the human 

brain remain mostly unknown and have implications for associated neuropsychiatric dysfunction 

and progression of focal epilepsy. Chapter 4 will present our findings on how interactions between 

IED and spindles in the human brain affected by focal epilepsy modulate neural networks and 

potentially contribute to cognitive comorbidity in epilepsy.  
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Chapter 3: Hippocampal-cortical coupling differentiates long-term 

memory processes 

In Chapter 1, we reviewed how coupling of hippocampal and cortical activity patterns facilitates 

initial memory consolidation. However, whether and how these patterns are involved in post-

reactivation memory processes is not known. In this study, we monitored the hippocampal-cortical 

network as rats performed repeated cycles of consolidation and reconsolidation in spatial and 

nonspatial memory tasks. This chapter highlights the key results from this experiment and provides 

new insights on how patterns of oscillatory coupling can support the distinct memory processes 

required to flexibly modulate long-term memories.  

Furthermore, we also highlighted that SPW-Rs are a part of large-scale complex system 

orchestrated by oscillatory networks from different brain regions. However, the interaction of 

SPW-Rs and spindle oscillations from multiple cortical regions remain elusive primarily due to 

lack of methodologies that allow simultaneous high spatiotemporal electrophysiological 

recordings from a wide cast of neocortex. Hence, this chapter also addresses this problem through 

concurrent hippocampal and multi-site cortical recordings to investigate the full spatial extent of 

oscillatory activity and its functional role in memory.  

3.1 Hippocampal-cortical activity in absence of memory demands 

We used a conducting polymer-based conformable microelectrode surface array (NeuroGrid) in 

tandem with implanted probes to perform concomitant electrophysiological monitoring of cortex 

and hippocampus in behaving rats (n = 9 rats). We targeted signals derived from posterior parietal 

cortex (PPC) due to its known interaction with the hippocampus, functional participation in 

distributed networks involved in formation and retrieval of episodic memory, and its ability to 

form an enduring cortical engram shortly after learning (27–30). To identify NeuroGrid electrodes 
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recording from PPC, we combined electrophysiologic and anatomic markers (Figure 1A). We first 

explored the occurrence of hippocampal and PPC activity patterns during NREM sleep in the 

absence of a structured task. 

Hippocampal traces exhibited characteristic SPW-R, and we detected cortical slow oscillations, 

spindles (SPI), and CXR from PPC traces (Figure 1B). These oscillatory patterns occurred at 

expected rates, and detection parameters were optimized for sensitivity and specificity. SPW-R 

and cortical oscillations have significant temporal coupling (31–34) (Figure 1C) and we aimed to 

investigate how these coupling dynamics are coordinated. SPW-R and CXR were strongly and 

precisely coupled, compared to a more modest coupling between SPW-R and SPI (Figure 1D). We 

determined the extent to which all three patterns were jointly correlated by identifying the CXR 

that co-occurred with SPI and performing cross-correlation with SPW-R (Figure 1E). This 

tripartite coupling was statistically significant, and its strength was comparable to that of SPW-R 

/ SPI coupling. Furthermore, when we eliminated SPI that were additionally coupled to CXR, the 

correlation between SPW-R / SPI significantly decreased (Figure 1F). In contrast, significant 

SPW-R / CXR coupling was sustained despite elimination of SPI co-occurring with CXR (Figure 

1F). The relationship between CXR and SPI was also preserved under this manipulation. Taken 

together, these results suggest that hippocampal-cortical interactions in the absence of a 

consequential behavioral experience are dominated by SPW-R / CXR coupling, but display joint 

modulation of SPW-R, CXR, and SPI.   
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Figure 1. Hippocampal-cortical interactions are jointly modulated in the absence of memory demand. 
(A)  NeuroGrid array conforming over the dorsal cortical surface of a rat from bregma (yellow dot) 
anteriorly to lambda posteriorly (scale bar, 1 mm).(B) Sample wide-band LFP traces (0.1 to 1250 Hz) 
simultaneously acquired from multiple cortical areas and hippocampus using NeuroGrid and a silicon 
probe, respectively. Shaded boxes highlight SPW-R (red), delta waves (gray), SPI (yellow) and CXR (blue; 
scale bar, 0.5 s).  (C) Sample recording traces from hippocampus and PPC electrodes illustrating various 
hippocampal-cortical oscillatory interactions; SPW-R / CXR (top; scale bar: 60 ms), SPW-R / SPI (middle; 
scale bar: 0.5 s) and tripartite coupling (bottom; scale bar, 0.2 s).  (D) Sample cross-correlograms (CCGs) 
between SPW-R / CXR (top) and SPW-R / SPI (bottom) during baseline NREM sleep (time 0 = occurrence 
of SPW-R; red lines indicate mid-point of upper and lower boundary of 95% confidence intervals shown 
as black-dotted lines; single session in one rat). Exclusive SPW-R / CXR CCG (top; right; 1,852 SPW-R, 
1,892 CXR) was calculated by eliminating any CXR co-occurring with SPI in the inclusive CCG (top; left; 
1,852 SPW-R, 2,805 CXR). Similarly, exclusive SPW-R / SPI CCG (bottom, right; 1,852 SPW-R, 968 SPI) 
was calculated by eliminating SPI co-occurring with CXR in the inclusive CCG (bottom, left; 1,852 SPW-
R, 1,660 SPI). (E) Sample CCG between SPW-R, SPI, and CXR demonstrating tripartite coupling (time 0 
= occurrence of SPW-R; single session in one rat; 1,852 SPW-R, 2,805 CXR and 1,660 SPI). Parameter 𝑎 
represents the peak of the CCG at time 0 whereas 𝑏 represent average expected value at time 0.  Coupling 
modulation (M) is calculated as (a –b)/b.(F) Group statistics demonstrating changes in coupling modulation 
(n = 6 rats, paired sample t-test; *P < 0.05 between two groups). Significant difference between inclusive-
exclusive SPW-R / SPI coupling modulation (orange; P = 1.04 × 10-4) but not inclusive-exclusive SPW-R 
/ CXR coupling modulation (purple; P = 0.324). Gray lines show mean values for individual rats.   
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3.2 Long-term memories in a spatial memory task 

We next asked how these oscillatory relationships were affected by behavioral experience 

sufficient to induce long-term memory. Both SPW-R / SPI and SPW-R / CXR coupling are altered 

by learning(24, 25), but whether these changes are manifestations of a unified underlying process 

and how their temporal dynamics modulate across memory phases remain unknown. To address 

these questions, we designed a behavioral protocol based on variations of the cheeseboard maze 

task (CB(33, 35)). This task is amenable to within-animal repetition, with a robust new memory 

generated by changing the spatial locations associated with rewards. We leveraged this structure 

to examine dynamic memory processes within a consistent task schema. New memories for spatial 

locations were established with training trials, consolidated overnight, and then retrieved the 

following day in a set of test trials. Different reward locations were trained later the same day, 

initiating a subsequent memory cycle (Figure 2A). We found that rats effectively sustained these 

memory cycles, with consistently high behavioral performance during retrieval the following day 

for each new memory. To evaluate the interaction between previously consolidated reward 

locations and new reward locations, we tracked the rat’s trajectory across the maze during training 

(Figure 2B). Initial training trials with new reward locations were characterized predominantly by 

searching at the previously rewarded locations. After an average of 5 trials, the rat shifted to a 

random searching strategy for new rewards, followed by subsequent trials consistent with gradual 

encoding of the new reward locations. Over the course of 15-20 trials, rats developed a stereotyped, 

efficient trajectory to navigate to the reward locations. Memory for these reward locations was 

successfully retrieved the subsequent day (Figure 2C). These results demonstrate the rats’ ability 

to flexibly, accurately, and repetitively generate new long-term memories based on the changing 

salient stimuli.   
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We also designed several variations of the CB task to parse its component memory processes. 

Firstly, we explored the relationship between extent of training and memory performance. Rats 

were trained on new reward locations only until they could demonstrate an accurate, effective 

navigation trajectory. After this truncated training session, rats were tested for recall of the reward 

locations the following day. We found that these sessions resulted in significantly impaired 

memory performance compared to completion of the full training session (Figure 2D), indicating 

that a threshold of training must be attained to ensure robust formation of long-term memory. We 

next investigated the contrasting behavioral scenario, by training rats on the same reward locations 

for two consecutive memory cycles. In this case of repeat learning, performance reached a plateau 

during the first memory cycle that was sustained throughout the subsequent training and testing 

sessions of the second memory cycle. Memory performance was not different between the first  
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Figure 2. Rats demonstrate ability to flexibly update long-term memories in a spatial memory task.  
(A) Schematic of behavioral protocol for CB task.  (B) Sample CB behavioral performance. Top: trajectory 
of a rat across the maze during five trials of test session(n) (red), during 25 trials of training session(n+1) 
(gray), and during five trials of test session(n+1) (blue). Red and blue circles indicate reward configuration(n) 
and reward configuration(n+1), respectively. Bottom: color map shows spatial distribution of time spent by 
the rat on the maze surface. Warmer colors represent the locations where the rat spent proportionally more 
time during the session.  (C) Performance of rats across training and testing trials for CB task (n = 6 rats). 
Red boxes represent proportion of trials when the rats directly searched for the previously rewarded wells 
(reward configuration(n)). Orange boxes represent proportion of trials when the rats had a predominantly 
random exploration strategy. Blue boxes represent proportion of trials where the rat directly navigated to 
the locations of currently rewarded wells (reward configuration(n+1)). (D) Memory performance of rats was 
significantly decreased for subthreshold (sub) compared to regular CB training (paired t-test, P = 0.003, n 
= 13 sessions). (E) Memory performance of rats was identical when the same reward configuration was 
used for two consecutive memory cycles (paired t-test, P = 1, n = 7 sessions). (F) During extinction training 
sessions, rats spent more time exploring the maze compared to CB training sessions where rats spent 
minimum time in non-rewarded locations. (K-S test, P << 0.001, n = 6 sessions).  
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 and second testing session, consistent with the notions that a single training session is sufficient 

to establish a robustly recalled long-term memory and that additional training does not further 

enhance behavior (Figure 2E). Lastly, we conducted training sessions with the goal of 

extinguishing the previously recalled memory without encoding new reward locations. To 

accomplish this, we randomized reward locations on each training trial. Rats initially searched the 

previously recalled reward locations, but in the absence of rewards at these locations, they then 

embarked on a random foraging strategy that resulted in a lack of stereotyped trajectory across the 

maze by the end of this session (Supplementary Figure 3). In this manner, we were able to diminish 

the salience of the previous reward locations without introducing a novel learning demand (Figure 

2F). 

These tasks allowed us to investigate how hippocampal-cortical communication is modulated 

across memory phases. Neurophysiologic recordings were performed after each behavior session, 

and we analyzed the trajectory of oscillatory coupling during NREM sleep. To track changes 

within individual animals with sensitivity to each training-testing cycle, our analysis was based on 

comparisons between a sleep session and its chronologically subsequent sleep session, generating 

unique paired datapoints. Sleep quality was similar between sleep sessions that occurred after the 

different behavioral sessions, and we did not identify circadian patterns that could drive behavior-

independent changes in oscillatory coupling   

3.3 Role of ripple-ripple coupling in long-term memory 

We first examined changes in SPW-R / CXR coupling as rats progressed through the memory 

cycle. We observed that this coupling was strongest after a long-term memory was retrieved, 

compared to when the memory was first established (Figure 3A-B). In contrast, SPW-R / CXR 

coupling was decreased by the transition from a previously learned reward configuration to a new 
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reward configuration (Figure 3C-D). When we quantified this interaction at an intermediate 

timepoint during training, we found that SPW-R / CXR coupling progressively increased after 

additional learning trials and peaked after successful memory retrieval. Rat that underwent the 

subthreshold training (as in Figure 2D) did not display significant changes in the SPW-R / CXR 

interaction, though trends were present that tracked the direction of change that occurred with a 

full training session (Figure 3E). This pattern of modulation was specific for newly established 

long-term memory, because repeat training of the previously learned and recalled reward locations 

(as in Figure 2E) did not induce significant coupling modulation (Figure 3F). An extinction 

training session (as in Figure 2F, Supplementary Figure 3) was also insufficient to change SPW-

R / CXR coupling (Figure 3G). In addition, the enhanced SPW-R / CXR coupling observed after 

memory retrieval occurred in the absence of a parallel increase in oscillation occurrence rates, 

indicating a specific alteration in temporal precision. Taken together, these results demonstrate 

that long-term memory processes drive specific, phase-specific modulations in SPW-R / CXR 

coupling.  
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Figure 3. Coupling of SPW-R with CXR is specifically upregulated after retrieval of newly 
established long-term spatial memory.    
(A) PPC spectrogram trigger-averaged on occurrence time of SPW-R from sample rat (top) reveals 
temporally locked increase in power in the ripple band that is more prominent in retrieval sleep(n) (right) 
compared to learning sleep(n) (left) on the CB task. Corresponding CCGs demonstrating change in SPW-R 
/ CXR coupling (bottom) during learning sleep(n) (left; 1,555 SPW-R, 2,569 CXR) compared to retrieval 
sleep(n) (right; 1,999 SPW-R, 4,263 CXR). Time 0 is the occurrence of SPW-R; scale bar, 25 ms.  (B) SPW-
R / CXR coupling modulation in learning sleep(n) vs. retrieval sleep(n) (bars; mean ± s.e.m) on the CB task. 
Gray lines indicate mean change in individual rats (n = 6 rats, paired t-test, P = 0.0174, * = P < 0.05). (C) 
PPC spectrogram trigger-averaged on occurrence time of SPW-R from sample rat (top) reveals temporally 
locked increase in power in the ripple band that is more prominent in pre-learning sleep(n+1) (left) compared 
to learning sleep(n+1) (right). Corresponding CCGs demonstrating change in SPW-R / CXR coupling 
(bottom) during paired pre-learning sleep(n+1) (left; 1,936 SPW-R, 4,737 CXR) and learning sleep(n+1) stages 
(right; 1,139 SPW-R, 1,662 CXR; scale bar, 25 ms). (D)  SPW-R / CXR coupling modulation in pre-
learning sleep(n+1) vs. learning sleep(n+1) on the CB task (n = 6 rats; paired t-test, P = 0.028, * = P < 0.05). 
(E) SPW-R / CXR coupling modulation on the sub-threshold CB task variation for learning sleep(n) vs. 
retrieval sleep(n) (left; n = 7 sessions, paired t-test, P = 0.052) and pre-learning sleep(n+1) vs. learning sleep(n+1) 
(right; n = 7 sessions, paired t-test, P = 0.16). (F) SPW-R / CXR coupling modulation on the repeat CB task 
variation for learning sleep(n) vs. retrieval sleep(n) (left; n = 7 sessions, paired t-test, P = 0.52) and pre-
learning sleep(n+1) vs. learning sleep(n+1) (right; n = 7 sessions, paired t-test, P = 0.23). (G) SPW-R / CXR 
coupling modulation on the extinction CB task variation for pre-learning sleep(n+1) sleep vs. learning 
sleep(n+1) (n = 7 sessions, paired t-test, P = 0.50). 
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3.4 Role of ripple-spindle coupling in long-term memory 

We next examined SPW-R / SPI coupling across the memory cycle. In contrast to SPW-R / CXR 

coupling, we found that this coupling was significantly increased after learning but dropped after 

retrieval (Figure 4A-D).  

 

Figure 4. Coupling of SPW-R with SPI is specifically upregulated after learning of newly established 
long-term memory 
(A) Sample SPW-R / SPI CCGs demonstrating a decrease in modulation during learning sleep(n) (left; 1,668 
SPW-R, 1,312 SPI) vs. retrieval sleep(n) (right; 2,025 SPW-R, 1,353 SPI) on the CB task. (B) Significant 
change in coupling modulation between learning sleep(n) and retrieval sleep(n) for exclusive and inclusive 
SPW-R / SPI coupling on the CB task (left; exclusive, P = 0.0127; right; inclusive, P = 0.032; paired t-test, 
* P < 0.05; n = 6 rats). (C) Sample SPW-R / SPI CCGs demonstrating an increase in modulation during 
pre-learning sleep(n+1) (left; 1,473 SPW-R, 1,009 SPI) vs. learning sleep(n+1) (right; 1,318 SPW-R, 1,020 
SPI) on the CB task.(D) Significant change in coupling modulation between pre-learning sleep(n+1) and 
learning sleep(n+1) for exclusive (left; paired t-test, P = 0.012) and inclusive (right; paired t-test, P = 0.010) 
SPW-R / SPI coupling on the CB task. * P < 0.05; n = 6 rats.(E) SPW-R / SPI coupling modulation on the 
sub-threshold CB task variation for learning sleep(n) vs. retrieval sleep(n) (left; n = 7 sessions, paired t-test, 
P = 0.33) and pre-learning sleep(n+1) vs. learning sleep(n+1) (right; n = 7 sessions, paired t-test, P = 0.82). (F) 
SPW-R / SPI coupling modulation on the repeat CB task variation for learning sleep(n) vs. retrieval sleep(n) 

(left; n = 7 sessions, paired t-test, P = 0.69) and pre-learning sleep(n+1) vs. learning sleep(n+1) (right; n = 7 
sessions, paired t-test, P = 0.92). (G) SPW-R / SPI coupling modulation on the extinction CB task variation 
for pre-learning sleep(n+1) sleep vs. learning sleep(n+1) (n = 7 sessions, paired t-test, P = 0.32).  
 
These changes were enhanced when instances of tripartite coupling were eliminated, in contrast to 

what was observed in the absence of memory demand (Figure 4B, D). Behavioral experiences that: 
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i) were subthreshold for long-term memory expression; ii) repeated previously trained information; 

or iii) served to extinguish previous memory in the absence of new information were all 

insufficient to generate significant changes in SPW-R / SPI coupling (Figure 4E-G). Although 

occurrence rates of SPW-R and SPI paralleled their coupling modulation across the memory cycle, 

the precise oscillatory pairing exceeded that predicted by rate. Thus, SPW-R / SPI coupling is 

strongly induced by long-term memory with a different time course across memory  phases 

compared to SPW-R / CXR coupling. Of note, direct interaction between CXR and SPI did not 

change with any memory phase.    

3.5 Coupling patterns in long-term non-spatial memory 

To investigate how these oscillatory coupling patterns could be influenced by the type of task, we 

conducted similar analyses for a non-spatial object association task (OA(36)). Rats learned to 

associate a particular object with a reward over the course of training trials, and successfully 

retrieved memory for this object the following day (Figure 5A-B). Similar to our findings with the 

CB task, SPW-R / CXR coupling was significantly increased during sleep following retrieval 

compared to learning (Figure 5C). This change was also specific for new information because it 

was abolished by repeating the same object-reward association on consecutive memory cycles 

(Figure 5D). However, significant alteration of SPW-R / SPI coupling was not observed for any 
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stage of this memory task (Figure 5E-F). These results suggest a conserved role for SPW-R/ CXR 

in long-term memory, but a task-specific function of SPW-R / SPI coupling.  

 
Figure 5. Coupling of SPW-R with CXR is specifically upregulated after retrieval of established long-
term non-spatial memory 
(A)   Schematic of behavioral protocol for a non-spatial OA task. (B) Performance of rats across training 
and testing trials for the OA task (n = 6 rats). Red boxes indicate proportions of trials where rats explored 
>2 incorrect reward objects before finding the correct object. Orange boxes indicate trials where rats 
explored at most 2 incorrect objects. Blue boxes represent proportion of trials where rat directly located the 
correct object. (C)  SPW-R / CXR coupling modulation in learning sleep(n) vs. retrieval sleep(n) (left; paired 
t-test, P = 0.019) and pre-learning sleep(n+1) vs. learning sleep(n+1) (right; paired t-test, P = 0.0067) on the 
OA task. Gray lines indicate mean change in individual rats (bars; mean ± s.e.m; n = 6 rats, * = P < 0.05) 
(D)  SPW-R / CXR coupling modulation in the repeat variation of the OA task for learning sleep(n) vs. 
retrieval sleep(n) (left; paired t-test, P = 0.47) and pre-learning sleep(n+1) vs. learning sleep(n+1) (right; paired 
t-test, P = 0.28). (E)  SPW-R / SPI coupling modulation in learning sleep(n) vs. retrieval sleep(n) (left; paired 
t-test, P = 0.87) and pre-learning sleep(n+1) vs. learning sleep(n+1) (right; paired t-test, P = 0.30) on the OA 
task. (F)  SPW-R / SPI coupling modulation in the repeat variation of the OA task for learning sleep(n) vs. 
retrieval sleep(n) (left; paired t-test, P = 0.47) and pre-learning sleep(n+1) vs. learning sleep(n+1) (right; paired 
t-test, P = 0.29).  
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3.6 Consolidation versus Reconsolidation  

Given these findings, we further characterized the dynamics of SPW-R / CXR coupling across 

individual sleep sessions after behavior on the CB and OA tasks. We found that in the sleep session 

after learning for both the spatial and nonspatial tasks, coupling rates were initially high, but 

exhibited a steady decline over subsequent NREM sleep (Figure 6A-B, light colors). In contrast, 

the sleep after retrieval of a spatial or nonspatial long-term memory was associated with a similar 

initial peak, but then a sustained plateau in coupling (Figure 6A-B, dark colors). These data 

indicate that the temporal recruitment of SPW-R / CXR coupling is time-limited and specific to 

whether memory was previously encoded or retrieved. We then aimed to synthesize these results 

into neural signatures characteristic of different stages within the memory cycle. We classified 

changes that occurred after learning and prior to retrieval as related to consolidation, and changes 

that occurred after retrieval but prior to any new learning as reconsolidation. For CB and OA tasks, 

the principal indicator of reconsolidation was a surge in SPW-R / CXR coupling. This increase 

was accompanied by a decrease in SPW-R / SPI coupling that was only significant for the CB task. 

In contrast, consolidation was characterized by a joint enhancement of SPW-R / SPI coupling for 

the CB task only. Unsupervised k-means clustering based on SPW-R / CXR and SPW-R / SPI 

coupling modulations resulted in an accurate classification of memory processes across animals 

(Figure 6C). When examined chronologically, these patterns resulted in a cyclic, task-specific 

modulation of oscillatory coupling that was appreciable at the level of an individual rat (Figure 

6C-D). Therefore, hippocampal-cortical communication occurs in independent streams that are 

differentially modulated both by memory phase and the spatial demand of the task. These results 
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support the notion that oscillatory coupling facilitates memory-specific information flow and shed 

light onto the mechanisms that govern long-term memory in a dynamic environment. 

 

Figure 6. Memory consolidation and reconsolidation are differentiable on the basis of hippocampal-
cortical coupling patterns. 
(A) Joint occurrence rate of SPW-R and CXR across NREM sessions reveal different temporal trajectories 
for learning sleep(n) vs. retrieval sleep(n) on the CB task (left; n = 23 sessions) and the OA task (right; n = 
12 sessions). Lines and shaded bars represent mean ± s.e.m. (B) Increase in joint occurrence rate of SPW-
R and CXR from learning sleep(n) vs. retrieval sleep(n) on the CB task (left; n = 20 sessions; paired t-test P 
= 0.012) and OA task (right; n = 10 sessions; paired t-test P = 0.037). Data represented as mean ± s.e.m; 
gray lines are individual sessions; * P < 0.05. (C)  Unsupervised K-means clustering of the percentage 
changes in the coupling modulation of SPW-R / CXR and SPW-R / SPI between sleep sessions after 
memory phases on the CB task shows accurate classification (n = 6 rats, accuracy = 86.36%) (D) Cyclical 
modulation of SPW-R / CXR coupling (top) and SPW-R / SPI coupling (bottom) across the memory cycle 
for CB task (sample rat). 
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3.7 Large-scale investigation of cortical spindles  

To characterize large-scale oscillatory networks in the cortex, we utilized a conducting polymer-

based conformable microelectrode surface array (NeuroGrid) to simultaneously monitor multi-site 

activity from the cortical surface in behaving rats (n = 6 rats). By combining electrophysiologic 

and anatomic markers, we identified electrodes in different cortical sites (Figure 7A), including 

primary neocortical regions such as motor, somatosensory, retrosplenial, posterior parietal and 

visual cortices. Our objective was to investigate the spatial patterns of spindle oscillations within 

the cortex and explore the functional relationship between sharp wave-ripple complexes (SPW-

Rs) and topographically specific spindles, given the crucial role of ripple-spindle coordination in 

long-term memory processes. 

3.7.1 Spindles have a wide distribution of spatial extent over the neocortex 

Visual inspection of the raw traces revealed that spindle events were not uniformly distributed 

across the cortical surface. Instead, we observed spindle events that were concentrated in mostly 

one cortical site, or encompassed one or more adjacent brain regions, or were globally present. To 

quantify the distribution of spindle spatial extent, we calculated the deviation of each spindle 

event's median spatial power from the threshold criterion for detection of spindles. This approach 

allowed us to categorize spindles into three distinct groups based on their spatial extent: localized 

(low), intermediate, and global (high) spindles. The resulting distribution confirmed a wide range 

of spindle spatial extents, with a spectrum that ranged from low to high spatial extent spindles. 

Our findings suggest that spindle activity is not confined to specific regions of the brain but instead 

can occur in topographically distinctive networks with varying spatial extents. This observation 
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was consistent with all animals in our cohort. 

 

 

Figure 6. Spindles have a wide distribution of spatial extent on the cortical surface (A) NeuroGrid 
array (dashed red) coverage over the dorsal cortical surface of a rat from bregma (red dot) anteriorly to 
lambda posteriorly. Simultaneous recording can be made from multiple brain regions including motor (M1, 
M2), somatosensory (S1, S1B), posterior parietal cortex (PPC), retrosplenial (RSC) and visual cortex (V1, 
VA). (B) Sample raw, filtered (blue) and Hilbert (red) traces of a localized spindle event (left) and a global 
spindle event (right). Inset spindle-triggered power maps show the location of spindles on the grid. Warmer 
colors indicate high spindle power. Blue color indicates absence of spindle. Spindle threshold power is 450 
a.u. for these samples. (C) Sample spindle grid power maps showing local (low), intermediate and global 
(high) spatial extent of spindle events. Red dot indicates the location of bregma. Inset plot represents the 
deviation of median spatial power of the three samples from the threshold detection power (450 a.u.). (D) 
Distribution of the spindle power deviation of 2,360 spindle events from a sample session. Lower deviation 
represents localized SPI events. As deviation value progressively increases, SPIs events higher spatial 
extent.  
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3.7.2 Hippocampal ripples are preferentially coupled to global spindles after learning 

We then wanted to examine the coupling patterns between SPW-Rs and topographically specific 

SPI and whether they play a preferential role in memory consolidation. We extracted equal number 

of SPI events from low, intermediate, and high category of spatial extent distribution and 

performed their cross-correlation with SPW-Rs in each session. In general, we found that SPW-R 

/ SPI coupling progressively increased for SPI with increasing spatial extent in all our sessions. 

We observed that the coupling was strongest for global SPI compared to low spatial extent SPI 

and significant during the learning sleep in CB task. These results suggest that large-scale spindles 

reflect a more coordinated activation of neocortical circuits and may provide a more favorable 

context for the hippocampal to communicate with multiple cortical regions simultaneously. During 

learning sleep, consolidation of memory requires communication between hippocampus and 

distributed neocortical networks. Our findings suggest that global spindles, with their synchronized 

wide-spread activity, may be a mechanism that hippocampal SPW-Rs employ to facilitate this 

information transfer. 
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Figure 7. Hippocampal SPW-Rs are preferentially coupled towards global spindles during learning 
sleep (A) Sample CCGs of low (400 SPIs), intermediate (400 SPIs) and high (400 SPIs) spatial extent 
spindles with hippocampal SPW-Rs (1,698 SPW-Rs) show progressively increasing coupling strength with 
the spatial extent. (B) Summary for all sleep sessions from one animal illustrating the coupling modulation 
(M) of SPW-R / SPI coupling. Data represented as mean ± s.e.m; gray dots are individual sessions 
(C)Summary from all rats (n = 6) during pre-learning sleep (left) and learning (sleep) show significant  
SPW-R / global SPI compared SPW-R / local SPI only for learning sleep (paired t-test P = 0.002; * P < 
0.05)  
 
3.8 Discussion  

Here, we investigated oscillatory dynamics between hippocampus and cortex as long-term 

memories were consolidated, strengthened, and updated during sleep after a behavioral experience. 

We found that in the absence of memory demand, SPW-R, CXR, and SPI were jointly modulated 

in these regions. Offline consolidation of spatial, but not nonspatial, memory was correlated with 
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independent recruitment of SPW-R / SPI coupling. Subsequent retrieval and reconsolidation 

initiated a shift toward enhanced SPW-R / CXR interactions for both memory types. This shift 

only occurred for recently established long-term memories; in the absence of new learning within 

24 hours, no changes were evoked. The stage of memory processing could be identified by the 

relative prominence of oscillatory coupling patterns, as well as their post-behavior dynamics. 

These findings suggest the ability of such interactions to specifically, flexibly, and repetitively 

support memory processes required for adaptation to a changing environment. 

Memory consolidation requires protein synthesis(37, 38) and reactivation of a previously 

consolidated memory is postulated to restore its lability, as demonstrated by an additional window 

of susceptibility to protein synthesis blockade in certain conditions(39–41). These processes are 

partially differentiable on the basis of identified molecular mechanisms and involved anatomic 

circuits(4, 42, 43). Our data, which demonstrate a contrast between hippocampal-cortical 

oscillatory interactions after learning and retrieval supports the notion that these experiences can 

be functionally and mechanistically distinguished. Furthermore, we observed that a retrieval 

experience characterized by reinforcement of previous associations resulted in a different pattern 

of oscillatory coupling than a retrieval experience that weakened previous associations and 

established new ones within the same schema. Such patterns may therefore provide insight into 

whether a behavioral experience has served to strengthen or extinguish a memory. Repetitive 

training and retrieval of the same associations over two days eliminated oscillatory coupling 

differences during the subsequent offline epochs, suggesting either a time-limited role in both 

consolidation and reconsolidation, or a requirement for proximal new learning. Further behavioral 

experiments that extend the examination of an individual memory could facilitate disambiguation 

of these possibilities.   
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Significant modification of hippocampal-cortical coupling occurred with spatial and nonspatial 

tasks, in keeping with evidence supporting the role for the hippocampus and distributed cortical 

regions in offline processing for both these types of memory(14, 44, 45). However, SPW-R / SPI 

coupling was more strongly modulated across consolidation and reconsolidation of the spatial, 

compared to the nonspatial, task. We propose that this form of coupling is most prominent with 

PPC for tasks that heavily rely on spatial context information(46, 47), whereas SPW-R / CXR 

coupling is more generally activated within complex, distributed circuits involved in strengthening 

of long-term representations(48, 49). It is possible that this SPW-R / SPI coupling is locally 

upregulated in cortical regions outside of PPC during the nonspatial task.  

In keeping with previous studies, we found that occurrence rates of SPW-R and SPI were modestly 

modulated by previous salient behavioral experiences(50–54). However, we found evidence to 

support independent regulation of oscillation occurrence rate and temporal coupling. Changes in 

coupling strength utilized were selected to normalize for rate measures(55, 56), and during specific 

memory stages coupling strength was increased when oscillation occurrence rate decreased. 

Because SPW-R, CXR, and SPI have all individually been associated with reactivation of 

behaviorally-relevant neural spiking patterns and cellular plasticity(17, 57–59), these parameters 

could be differentially engaged to modify local or distributed processes depending on memory 

phase and task demand.  

Rodents established long-term memory for our tasks within a single day of training and efficiently 

updated these memories within a previously learned schema when reward associations were 

changed. This task structure allowed us to focus on the dynamics of the memory process, in 

contrast to tasks where prolonged training requirements, strong aversive responses, or habituation 

can hinder repeated cycles of memory formation within an individual animal(33, 35, 60). 
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Oscillation occurrence rates and strength of oscillatory coupling demonstrated memory-driven 

fluctuation around a setpoint, suggestive of homeostatic limits on modulation of these parameters 

over the course of days. On a shorter timescale, coupling was highest in the sleep epochs 

immediately following a behavior, consistent with the effectiveness of closed-loop manipulations 

performed for only the first hour of the consolidation period in modifying memory and evidence 

for rapid establishment of cortical engrams(22, 24, 47, 61). During reconsolidation, SPW-R / CXR 

coupling was also increased in later sleep epochs, raising a potential parallel with the delayed 

window of memory-modulating effects for cortically administered pharmacologic substances(62–

64). 

The fate of a long-term memory is determined by subsequent experience and is dynamic over a 

prolonged period. Our results show that three prominent network patterns implicated in memory 

(hippocampal sharp wave-ripples, cortical spindles, and cortical ripples) undergo dynamic 

comodulation across the cycle of memory consolidation, reconsolidation, and updating. We 

hypothesize that temporal links between these plasticity-related oscillations in different brain 

structures provide the network infrastructure for cellular and molecular changes associated long-

term memory processing. These oscillatory coupling patterns present an opportunity for design of 

novel closed-loop investigations to manipulate memory across distributed neural networks and 

enhance understanding of disorders characterized by impaired and over-active information 

retention(65, 66).   

3.9 Materials and Methods 

Probe fabrication and preparation 

The fabrication of conducting polymer-based NeuroGrids has been discussed in previous 

publications(25, 67). In brief, a projection exposure system was used to pattern parylene C, Au, 
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Pt, Ti and PEDOT:PSS films. The NeuroGrid was attached to a custom printed circuit board using 

mixed conducting particulate composites(68). The board contained an RHD2164 die (Intan 

Technologies) for the purpose of amplification, digitization and transmission of the acquired neural 

signals via a serial peripheral interface protocol to a computer interface board (RHD2000 

evaluation board; Intan Technologies). All back-end electronics were covered with silicone 

elastomer as an encapsulation layer. 

Animal surgical procedure 

All animal experiments were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at 

Columbia University. Nine male Long Evans rats (200-350 g) were used for intracranial 

implantation. Rats were kept on a regular 12h/12h light dark cycle and housed in pairs prior to 

implantation, but separated afterward. Prior experimentation was not performed on these animals. 

The animals were initially anaesthetized with 2% isoflurane and maintained under anesthesia with 

0.75-1% isoflurane during the surgery. Silicon probes and/or wires were implanted into 

hippocampus (-3.5 AP, 3.0 ML). A NeuroGrid electrocorticography array was placed over the 

dorsal cortical surface of the contralateral hemisphere relative to the wires. Screws in the skull, 

overlying cerebellum, served as ground electrodes. The craniotomies were covered by Gelfoam 

and sealed using a 10:1 mixture of paraffin and mineral oil. Rats recovered for 4-5 days prior to 

initiation of experimentation. Hippocampal electrodes were adjusted in the dorsal/ventral axis to 

target CA1 pyramidal cell layer based on characteristic appearance of hippocampal sharp-wave 

ripples. 

Neurophysiology data acquisition and processing 

All rats underwent a protocol consisting of neurophysiologic recordings and behavioral tasks. 

Recordings were started at a fixed time, timed after each behavioral intervention. 
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Neurophysiological signals were amplified, digitized continuously at 20 kHz using a head-stage 

directly attached to the probe (RHD2000 Intan technology), and stored for off-line analysis with 

16-bit format. Data were analyzed using MATLAB (MathWorks) and visualized using 

Neuroscope. 

Behavioral training 

Rats were placed on a water deprivation schedule for 3-5 days prior to intracranial implantation to 

ensure they could receive water through a hand-held syringe. Rats were weighed daily during water 

deprivation to ensure that body weight did not decrease to <85% of pre-deprivation measurements. 

Three additional rats underwent only behavioral training. 

Behavior for all tasks was tested on a cheeseboard maze, consisting of a 1.5 m diameter open 

circular arena that was painted a uniform green and stood 70 cm above the floor. A total of 177 

water wells (7 mm in diameter, 3 mm in depth) were drilled 8 cm apart in the maze surface, forming 

evenly distributed, parallel columns and rows. One wall of the starting box (23 cm wide x 30 cm 

long x 48 cm high) functioned as a gate that could be raised and lowered to control the rat’s access 

to the maze. 

Prior to surgery, water-deprived rats were first familiarized with exploring the maze environment 

to obtain water. Initially, the rat was placed in the center of the maze and allowed to explore and 

retrieve multiple (~25) randomly placed hidden water rewards. Over the next 3 days, the number 

of available water rewards on the maze was gradually reduced, and a trial structure introduced 

such that the rat received a food reward (0.5-1 Froot Loop) after successful retrieval of all water 

rewards. The rat was then trained to return to the starting box after retrieving water to obtain its 

food reward. After 2-4 days of this repeated procedure, the rat would consistently explore the maze 

to obtain 3 spatially distinct water rewards and then independently return to the starting box. To 
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prevent use of odor-mediated searching, the maze was wiped with a towel soaked in 70% ethanol 

and rotated by a random multiple of 90 degrees relative to the starting box between all trials. Plastic 

toys of varying shapes and colors were then introduced onto the maze surface. Rats were exposed 

to the objects initially to ensure that there were no intrinsic preferences for any given object. Rats 

learned to displace the objects and obtain water from the well directly under the object. This phase 

of general training ended when the rat could complete 35-50 trials per day. Behavior sessions were 

monitored by an overhead video camera (20 fps), and tracking of the rat’s location was facilitated 

by blue and red LEDs attached to its cap. Rats had neurophysiological recording in their home 

cage after each behavioral session. Several rats performed both CB and OA tasks, with each rat 

typically completing 2-4 memory cycles per task. 

Cheeseboard maze task 

Each memory cycle on this task was completed over 2 days. On the first of the two days, the rats 

learned the location of 3 hidden water rewards placed in a single, randomly selected set of water 

wells over the course of ~35 trials (25 trial session, then ~1h home cage rest, then 10 trial session). 

All rats obtained > 80% performance averaged over 5 trials by the end of the training session. On 

the second of the two days, the rat was given a 5-trial test with water rewards located in the same 

location as the first day to assess memory for the spatial configuration of the reward locations. 

After 4 hours in the home cage, the rat was brought back to the maze to learn 3 different water 

reward locations. Behavior was scored by tracking the animal’s trajectory across the maze. During 

training sessions, the trajectory was compared to that of the test session performed earlier in the 

day (wherein the rat tracks to the previous day’s rewards) and an idealized minimal distance 

trajectory between the new reward locations. Memory performance in the test session was scored 
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by determining the number of rewards obtained in < 30 seconds per trial, weighted by trial number 

(with higher weight to the initial trials).  

Object association task  

On the first day for this task, rats learned to associate one out of five objects placed at random 

locations on the cheeseboard maze surface over the course of ~50 trials. The number of trials and 

temporal arrangement was slightly modified compared to the CB task due to different amounts of 

water obtained by the rat per trial (affecting motivational status) and number of trials required to 

meet learning criterion (> 80% performance averaged over 5 trials). On the second day, the rat was 

given a 5-trial test with water rewards associated with the same object as the first day to assess this 

memory. After 4 hours in the home cage, the rat was brought back to the maze to complete another 

training session, which consisted of either a new object-reward association or re-training with the 

same object-reward association from the previous day. Behavior was scored by tracking the 

animal’s interactions with the objects. Direct navigation to the correct object was scored the 

highest, with progressively lower scores for each incorrect object explored prior to the correct 

object.  

Task variations 

A series of variations on the behavioral protocols were conducted. 

Subthreshold 

A subthreshold memory cycle took place over three days. The first day consisted of a normal CB 

task training followed by a test session on the morning of the second day. Approximately 4 hours 

after this test session, a single “subthreshold” training session was performed. In subthreshold 

training, the animal was taught a new spatial reward configuration, but with fewer training trials. 

Once the animal was able to successfully navigate to all reward locations on 3 consecutive trials 
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in < 30 seconds, the session was terminated and the animal was placed in the home cage to sleep. 

On the third day, the animal was tested on the reward configuration used in the subthreshold 

training. 

Repeat 

In this case, the animal was trained on reward configurations that had been used in the previous 

training/testing sessions. Performance was assayed by a subsequent test session the following day.  

Extinction 

An extinction cycle took place over two days. The first day consisted of a normal CB task training 

followed by a test session on the morning of the second day. Approximately 4 hours after this test 

session, a single “extinction” training session was performed. In extinction training, the general 

task structure was unchanged, but reward locations were randomized for each individual trial of 

the session. The trials were continued until the animal consistently no longer navigated in a 

directed manner to the reward locations from the previous training/testing sessions, and instead 

foraged the maze randomly. Use of the reward locations from previous training/testing sessions 

were avoided during reward location randomization to prevent reinforcement of the prior 

trajectory.  

Preprocessing  

The electrophysiological data was resampled to 1250 Hz to facilitate LFP analysis. We identified 

epochs of sleep by first detecting immobility in the motion signal of the accelerometer attached to 

the head-stage and absence of EMG artifacts. NREM sleep epochs were then detected by locating 

periods of elevated delta (0.5-4 Hz) amplitude in the neocortex at times of immobility. REM 

epochs were distinguished by an increased theta/delta band frequency ratio in the iEEG 

spectrograms in the hippocampus. Sleep scored epochs were then visually inspected and manually 
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adjusted using whitened spectrograms and raw traces to eliminate short epochs containing 

movement artifacts. 

Region selection  

The anatomical location of each NeuroGrid electrode was estimated by first determining the 

stereotactic position of the anteromedial electrode, which sits closest to bregma. Then by following 

the inter-channel distance we interpolated the anatomical position of each electrode based on the 

rat stereotactic atlas. We corroborated these anatomical regions with physiologic markers. 

Electrodes demonstrating high rate of cortical ripples overlapped with channels marked as PPC 

based on anatomical mapping. Only the detected events in the channels identified in the PPC region 

were considered for analysis. We visually inspected the recordings on NeuroScope to eliminate 

noisy electrodes.  

LFP event detection 

SPW-R, SPI, and CXR, were detected based on the Free Moving Animal 

(http://fmatoolbox.sourceforge.net) toolbox sequential detection algorithm. Detection of SPW-R 

was initiated by visually determining a channel where SPW-R were present and then band-pass 

filtering this hippocampal channel between 100 - 250 Hz. The filtered signal was then rectified 

and instantaneous power was extracted using the Hilbert transform. Events where the filtered 

envelope was 2 standard deviations (s.d.) above the baseline s.d. of the filtered traces and where 

peaks reached 5 times the s.d. were selected. Only events longer than 20 ms duration were selected 

and the duration between two SPW-R events had to be a minimum of 30 ms. Events common to 

the ripple channel and an EMG electrode noise channel were eliminated.  

To detect SPI in the PPC, a PPC channel was filtered between 10-20 Hz, followed by signal 

rectification and enveloping. Events where the filtered envelope was greater than 3 s.d. above 
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baseline for a minimum of 300 ms and a maximum of 4 s were detected. The duration between 

two SPI events had to be a minimum of 450 ms.  

CXR were detected by filtering a PPC channel between 110-180 Hz, rectifying and extracting 

instantaneous power using the Hilbert transform. CXR were identified when the envelope was 

greater than 5 s.d. above baseline for a minimum of 20 ms and a maximum of 90 ms. The duration 

between two CXR events was set to a minimum of 30 ms.  

All detections were visually inspected for accuracy for each recording session. 

Rate calculation 

Rate of SPW-R was calculated by dividing the number of detected SPW-R in the hippocampal 

channel by the duration of NREM sleep. For CXR and SPI, the detected events were pooled 

together from all the PPC channels and any repeating event timepoints were eliminated. This 

allowed us to identify all the unique events occurring in the PPC region. Dividing the number of 

unique events by the NREM duration provided us with the rate of CXR and SPI.  

CCG calculation 

To determine coupling between detected oscillations, cross-correlograms (CCG) were calculated 

and the statistical significance was determined using a modified convolution method(56). The 

CCG was calculated from the counts of the under-investigation event E2 at specific time delays 

with respect to the occurrence of the reference event E1 which quantifies the temporal correlation 

between two detected events.  

By convolving the cross-correlation histogram with a partially hollowed window, we estimated 

the co-occurrence of the two events when the occurrence of the two events is independent54. The 

confidence interval was estimated from a Poisson distribution with mean lambda value determined 

from the convolution.  
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The peak of the CCG (a) above the confidence interval and expected-value level (b)	at time zero 

allow us to compute the coupling modulation (M) as a normalized ratio of the peak exceeding the 

confidence interval at chance.  

𝑀 =	
𝑎 − 𝑏
𝑏  

Consider the scenario where the entire length of neural recording was divided into time bins 

without overlap. For each time bin, suppose that E2 occurs with a probability p1 if event E1 is 

present but with probability p2 if event E1 is absent. The degree of difference of the two 

probabilities can be quantified through the log odds ratio (R) (55):  

 

𝑅 = 	 log +
𝑝!

1 − 𝑝!
𝑝"

1 − 𝑝"
. /	 

where the statistical parameter R quantifies the tendency of the two events to co-occur. In our 

case, both p1 and p2 are much lower than 1 based on the small-time bins comprising the CCG, 

compared to the length of the entire recording. The ratio can then be simplified as: 

𝑅 = 	 log +
𝑝!
𝑝"
/ 

From the cross-correlograms, probability p1 and p2 are directly proportional to the significant 

number of co-occurring events per second a and the number of co-occurring events at chance b, 

respectively.  

𝑝!
𝑝"
	 ∝ 	

𝑎
𝑏 
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The coupling strength we defined can be seen as equivalent to the exponential of co-occurrence 

index R with a shift (a / b -1). The coupling strength thus quantifies the co-occurrence of two 

events and is independent of the occurrence rate of both event 1 and event 2. 

To determine validity across different statistical approaches, we compared CCG quantification 

with another methodology demonstrated to reliably assess correlation (affinity metric) as described 

in (69). Both CCG quantification and the affinity metric account for oscillation occurrence rates, 

and gave concordant results. Joint occurrence rates of oscillations do not account for oscillation 

occurrence rates, but also demonstrated similar directional modulation in a subset of data tested. 

CCG quantification was selected as an appropriate statistical representation of oscillatory coupling 

and used for all analyses.  

CCG dynamics across sleep epochs 

To examine the dynamics of SPW-R / CXR coupling over sleep, we looked at events occurring 

within every 10-minute, non-overlapping NREM window across the entire recording session with 

NREM duration longer than 80 min. We calculated the co-occurrence by counting the number of 

SPW-R and CXR events that coincided temporally within 100 ms of their peak times. We divided 

the count by the nominal occurrence rate of SPW-R. 

Statistics 

We conducted statistical analyses across the different memory sleep stages following training or 

test sessions, for both CB and OA tasks. To test the null hypothesis that there is no significant 

difference in the coupling strength between memory stages, we used paired t-test. Kolmogorov-

Smirnov (KS) testing was used to compared distributions. Significance was taken as P < 0.05. 

Unsupervised k-means algorithm was used to cluster patterns of oscillatory coupling modulation. 
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Chapter 4: Interictal epileptiform discharges shape large-scale 

intercortical communication 

In Chapter 2, we reviewed how intercortical communication is disrupted in the neural networks of 

patients with focal epilepsy, and epileptic activity, characterized by seizures and IEDs can exert 

widespread effects within the brain. However, the mechanisms by which epileptic activity interacts 

with and shapes these large-scale neural networks in the human brain remain mostly unknown and 

have implications for associated neuropsychiatric dysfunction and progression of focal epilepsy. 

In this study, we analyzed intracranial EEG (iEEG) data from patients with focal epilepsy who 

required large-scale electrophysiological monitoring to localize seizures during clinical work-up 

for epilepsy surgery. This chapter highlights the key results from this study on how IEDs can drive 

spatiotemporally specific patterns of abnormally coordinated brain activity and provide new 

insights on how such mechanisms of large-scale disruption and potentially contribute to 

impairment of memory processes.  

4.1 IEDs induce spindles in patients with focal epilepsy  

To explore the influence of IEDs on large-scale cortical networks, we analyzed sleep iEEG data 

from patients with implanted subdural grid arrays combined with subdural strips and depth 

electrodes to localize seizure foci before resective surgery. We first detected and localized 

electrodes expressing IEDs for each patient and identified co-occurring activity patterns across all 

other brain regions. IEDs arose beneath electrodes reflecting the onset zone and propagated to 

areas within the epileptic network. In accordance with previous results (Gelinas et al., 2016), some 

electrodes displayed an increase in spindle power (9-16 Hz) within 1 second of IED occurrence, 

whereas others showed no change in any power band (Fig. 1A). We hypothesized that this IED-
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spindle coupling reflects a pathologic connectivity that enables epileptic activity to disrupt 

function beyond the network of IED and seizure propagation. 

 

Figure 1: IEDs induce spindles in patients with focal epilepsy. 
(A) IED trigger-averaged spectrograms derived from different electrodes reveal distinct patterns of activity: 
coupled spindle (upper 2 panels), no change (middle 2 panels), temporally locked IED (bottom panel). (B) 
Sample raw traces of detected IEDs (shaded blue box) and coupled cortical spindles (shaded orange box); 
scale bar 1 s, 200 μV. (C) Sample cross-correlogram demonstrating significant IED-spindle coupling. IED 
occurrence times served as reference (time = 0, vertical dashed line) and horizontal dashed lines represent 
95% confidence intervals. (D) Anatomical location of electrodes expressing IEDs that couple to spindles 
across all patients (top) and anatomical location of electrodes expressing spindles that are coupled to IEDs 
across all patients (bottom) projected onto lateral cortical surface (left hemisphere view; right hemisphere 
locations converted to left for display purposes). Color represents number of significant IED-spindle 
coupling interactions per electrode location across patients. White dots show electrode locations that do not 
express IED-spindle coupling. 
 

To test this hypothesis, we quantified and characterized the interaction between IEDs and spindles 

across the full spatial extent of recorded brain regions. Cross-correlation of detected IED and 

spindle events revealed a subset of electrodes with significant temporal interaction between these 

neural patterns (spindle (SPI)-coupled electrodes; Fig. 1B-C). Coupled spindles were initiated 

following IEDs at a mean latency of 0.51 ± 0.005 s. The strength of IED-spindle coupling was 
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defined as the occurrence of spindles exceeding the 95th percentile of cross-correlation within 1 s 

after IED occurrence. IEDs located in diverse brain regions demonstrated spindle coupling, and 

coupled spindles were similarly expressed in numerous areas (Fig. 1D). Nearly all IED electrodes 

could generate spindles, but the proportion of electrodes expressing spindles temporally coupled 

to IEDs ranged from 15-67% across patients.  

4.2 IED-spindle coupling spans medium and long-range connections  

We then investigated the anatomical distribution of IED-spindle coupling by localizing each IED 

and coupled spindle electrode to parcellated cortical areas (Desikan et al., 2006). IEDs occurring 

in each lobe could induce spindles, with temporal lobe IEDs (within lateral temporal and limbic 

cortex) inducing the greatest number of coupled responses (Fig. 2A). Lateral temporal and frontal 

brain regions most commonly expressed spindle coupling (Fig. 2B). Because IEDs were more 

common in the temporal lobe compared to other areas, we also estimated IED induction and SPI 

response potency by normalizing based on the number of electrodes capable of expressing IEDs 

or spindles respectively in each brain region. This normalization revealed similar potency across 

lobes, with the exception of the occipital lobe, which was less likely to participate in IED-spindle 

coupling.   

To gain insight into the anatomical substrate of IED-spindle coupling, we examined the pairs of 

IED-generating and SPI-coupled brain regions. A pair was identified if IEDs in a parcellated brain 

region resulted in a significant (> 95th percentile) cross-correlation with spindles in a brain region 

(Fig. 2C). Most SPI-coupled electrodes did not have detectable IEDs (90.2 ± 0.04%); only 7.6% 

of pairs were within the same parcellated brain region. IED-SPI pairs typically spanned more than 

one lobe (Fig. 2D), with the exception of frontal lobe IEDs, which tended to couple with other 

frontal cortical regions. Across all patients, the average distance between IED-SPI coupled  
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Figure 2: Medium and long-range connections are implicated in IED-spindle coupling.  
(A) Number of electrodes expressing IEDs that couple to spindles across all patients divided by anatomical 
lobe. (B) Number of electrodes expressing spindles that are coupled to IEDs across all patients divided by 
lobe. (C) Number of IED-spindle pairs per brain region; lobes color-coded as in A) and B). Warmer colors 
indicate more pairs; ordered list of individual brain regions is in Supplementary Table 2. (D) Schematics 
showing the most prominent IED-spindle anatomical pairings across patients for each brain region 
expressing IEDs, separated by lobe and projected onto lateral and medial cortical surfaces (left hemisphere 
view; right hemisphere locations converted to left for display purposes). Origin of arrow indicates location 
of IED electrode; destination indicates location of coupled SPI electrode. White circles show location of 
each brain region and colors separate pairings of individual IED electrode locations. (E) Histogram of 
average distance between pairs of electrodes that interact via IED-spindle coupling.  
 

electrodes was 6.2 ± 0.7 cm (Fig. 2E), suggesting that this pathologic coordinated brain activity 

often spans medium to long distances, rather than remaining a local network phenomenon. 

Anatomically and temporally separate populations of IEDs could produce distinct IED-spindle 
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coupling patterns within an individual patient (Supplementary Fig. 2), establishing the regional 

specificity of these interactions. 

4.3 IED-spindle coupling patterns are outside the ictal network 

We next examined the relationship between IEDs, IED-coupled spindles, and seizure activity. 

Electrodes were classified into 5 zones: seizure onset (earliest change from iEEG baseline), initial 

propagation (recruitment to ictal discharge within ≤ 1 s), middle propagation (recruitment within 

≤ 5 s), late propagation zone (recruitment within  ≤ 30 s) (de Curtis and Avoli, 2015), and 

unrecruited zone. The degree of colocalization between IEDs and seizure onset zone was highly 

variable across patients, but brain regions expressing IED-coupled spindles were consistently 

unlikely to participate in the initial stages of ictal activity (Fig. 3A-C). These areas were also 

relatively resistant to recruitment into seizure propagation (Fig. 3D), and were located an average 

of 6.1 ± 1.8 cm from the seizure onset center (Fig. 3E). Thus, the network interactions established 

through IED-spindle coupling are distinct from the ictal network. 
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Figure 3: Brain regions that demonstrate spindles coupled to IEDs are located outside of the ictal 
network. (A) Sample patient brain (lateral and inferior views) displaying localization of seizure onset zone 
(red), IED foci (orange), and regions with spindles coupled to IEDs (blue). (B) Raw compressed (left, scale 
bar 5 s) and expanded (middle, from section of left panel defined by black box, scale bar 125 ms) traces 
revealing the onset and propagation of ictal activity from electrodes in the seizure onset zone (red), middle 
propagation zone (orange), and late propagation zone (green). Traces from the IED-spindle coupling zone 
(blue) are not recruited into the ictal rhythm. Right panel shows interictal activity from these same 
electrodes, highlighting an IED (orange shaded box) and coupled spindle (yellow shaded box; scale bar 200 
ms) during NREM sleep. (C) Percentage of overlap between electrodes across patients constituting the 
seizure onset zone and those expressing IEDs (blue) as well as those expressing IED-coupled spindles 
(orange). Box shows 25th, median, and 75th percentiles; stars show range and mean. Diamonds are individual 
data points for each patient. (D) Percentage of total electrodes expressing IED-coupled spindles that are 
recruited into successive stages of ictal activity (colors represent individual patients; O = onset; I = initial 
propagation; M = middle propagation; L = late propagation). (E) Measures of centrality and dispersion for 
distance between electrodes expressing IED-coupled spindles and centroid of seizure onset zone (diamond 
shows 25th, median, and 75th percentiles; square is mean).  
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4.4 IED-spindle coupling is associated with broader spindle spatial extent 

across the cortical surface 

We investigated whether the IED-coupled spindles exhibited different oscillation characteristics 

than spontaneous spindles. The trigger-averaged spectrograms of coupled and uncoupled spindles 

were indistinguishable. Coupled spindles were marginally longer, higher amplitude, and lower 

frequency, though differences were not significant across all patients (Supplementary Fig. 3). 

Therefore, the temporal and morphological characteristics do not permit separation of IED-

coupled and spontaneous spindles.  

Spindles are commonly regional events, with restricted spatial distribution across cortex 

(Dehghani et al., 2010; Andrillon et al., 2011; Halassa et al., 2011; Nir et al., 2011). The broad 

and contiguous intracranial electrode coverage of brain regions allowed us to investigate spatial 

properties of IED-coupled spindles. Spindle waveform spatial extent was non-uniformly 

distributed across cortex (Fig. 4A-B). To quantify spatial extent, we used two complementary 

approaches: spindle cross-correlation and spindle band coherence (Supplementary Fig. 4). In each 

case, values were calculated for each pair of electrodes, and the amount of significant correlation 

or coherence resulting from each comparison was summated to provide an overall indication of 

spatial extent for each electrode. These approaches gave consistent locations of maximal extent 

for each patient (Supplementary Fig. 4). This location varied considerably between patients, (Fig. 

4C) supporting a patient-specific factor driving spindle spatial extent variability. Most patients had 

significant correlation between the spatial extent of spindles in a region and the degree to which 

this region expressed spindles coupled to IEDs (Fig. 4D-E). Together, these results suggest that 

IEDs may regionally modify cortical networks to enable broad expression of local oscillations. 
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Figure 4: IED-spindle coupling is associated with broader spindle spatial extent across the cortical 
surface. (A) Sample raw traces from 41 electrodes in a sample patient demonstrating a spatially extensive 
spindle (red shaded box, left) and spatially restricted spindle (green shaded box, right). Scale bar 250 ms. 
Insets show the amount of spindle-spindle cross-correlation across the subdural grid using a reference 
electrode from the spatially extensive and restricted regions respectively; warmer colors indicate higher 
zero-bin significant cross-correlation. (B) Comparison of electrode locations demonstrating spindles highly 
coupled with IEDs (top, warmer colors) and electrode locations with broad spindle spatial extent (bottom, 
warmer colors) from a sample patient. IED-spindle cross-correlograms with a range of significant 
correlations corresponding to electrode colors (middle; 10 s duration). (C) Normalized spindle spatial extent 
for all spindle electrodes (top) and spatially extensive spindle electrodes only (top 50th percentile, bottom) 
summated across patients and plotted on lateral cortical surface, revealing no anatomical preference for 
spindle spatial extent and existence of spatially extensive spindles in all lobes. (D) Significance of IED-
spindle coupling (red) and spindle spatial extent (green) are highly correlated across electrodes for patient 
visualized in A-B). (E) Correlation between IED-spindle coupling and spindle spatial extent for all patients 
with greater than 20 significant IED-spindle pairs, n = 8). 
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4.5 Spindles travel across the cortical surface  

 
Increased oscillatory spatial extent can be produced by a larger area expressing synchronous 

oscillations or by an enhanced capacity for oscillation propagation. We used phase gradient 

directionality (PGD), which measures the alignment of phase gradients between neural oscillations 

(Rubino et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2018), to investigate these mechanistic possibilities. We 

empirically defined the spatial geometry over which to probe the PGD as the largest symmetrical 

electrode grid that consistently displayed simultaneous increases in spindle band power (cluster of 

3 × 3 electrodes; Supplementary Fig. 4-5). By calculating the PGD for each overlapping electrode 

cluster contained within the 8 × 8 iEEG subdural grid implanted in each patient, we determined 

whether spindles were significantly propagating in a given region by comparing to a distribution 

of shuffled phases. 59.3 ± 1.4% of spindles had significant PGD values, indicating that they 

traveled across cortex (Fig. 5A-B, Supplementary Fig. 5). Traveling spindles variably had 

preferred direction(s) of travel (16% no preferred direction; 27% one preferred direction; 57% two 

preferred directions; 0% > 2 preferred directions; Fig. 5C,E). We derived a measure to jointly 

reflect proportion of spindles with significant traveling and strength of directional travel 

(modulation index; Fig. 5C-D). The modulation index was calculated for each electrode cluster, 

and it displayed spatial variation across each patient’s subdural grid (Fig. 5D), indicating that 

spindles exhibited maximal directional propagation in specific regions that overlapped with the 

zone expressing spindles coupled to the patient’s IEDs (Fig. 5F).  
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Figure 5: Localized spindles travel across the cortical surface in regions with IED-spindle coupling: 
(A) Sample raw traces from 15 electrodes of a subdural grid revealing a spatially localized propagating 
spindle (shaded yellow box; scale bar 250 ms). (B) Traces from A) filtered at spindle band (10 to 15 Hz) 
with rectified envelope in red. Inset shows expanded filtered traces from four electrodes within shaded 
yellow box, revealing consistent phase shifts (scale bar, 150 ms). (C) Modulation index extracted from the 
distribution of significant propagation angles from sample highly modulated electrode cluster (left) and 
minimally modulated electrode cluster (right). Dashed green line indicates the mean of the significant 
propagation angles across all the electrode clusters within the subdural grid (global mean) and dashed red 
line indicates the mean of the significant propagation angles in the individual electrode cluster (local mean). 
‘a’ and ‘b’ represent the measures used to calculate modulation index (see Methods). (D) Modulation index 
across a sample subdural grid; warm colors represent high modulation index. Red shaded box shows region 
displaying maximal IED-spindle coupling. (E) Polar plots demonstrating the propagation directions for the 
electrode clusters shown in C) (left). Directions of preferred spindle traveling for all electrode clusters 
across a sample subdural grid are shown (right); note that the majority of clusters have 2 preferred directions 
of travel (blue and black arrows). (F) The majority of electrodes expressing spindles coupled to IEDs fall 
within the zone of maximal traveling modulation index (green circles). Red circles show the percentage of 
high modulation index electrodes outside of the IED-spindle coupling zone. 
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4.6 Spindle spatial extent and traveling predict brain regions influenced by 

IEDs 

 
Electrodes with the largest spatial extent of spindles and highest propensity for spindle propagation 

were significantly colocalized (Fig. 6A, Supplementary Fig. 6), suggesting that enhanced traveling 

could account for the broad spatial coverage. Given the overlap of these properties with expression 

of IED-induced spindles, we hypothesized that maximal spindle spatial extent and traveling could 

predict brain regions influenced by IEDs. Using a predictor based on the intersection between 

spatial extent and propensity to travel, we found that 81.7 ± 0.08% electrodes with significant IED-

spindle coupling could be accurately predicted (Fig. 6B-C). Thus, IED-induced spindles are 

associated with regionally enhanced spatial extent and traveling. 
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Figure 6: Maximal spindle spatial extent and traveling predict brain regions influenced by IEDs. (A) 
Region of maximal spindle spatial extent (left) and maximal spindle traveling modulation index (right) 
obtained by watershed analysis of a sample patient’s subdural grid. The regions representing the union 
between these measures are identified in blue (bottom). (B) Regions of significant spindle coupling (left) 
to IEDs generated at regions marked on the right for the same patient as in A). Regions of IED-spindle 
coupling are identified in yellow (bottom). (C) Overlap between regions of maximally extensive 
propagating spindles and regions expressing spindles coupled to IEDs (green). (D) Percentage of overlap 
between regions of maximally extensive propagating spindles and regions expressing spindles coupled to 
IEDs across all patients with greater than 20 significant IED-spindle pairs (n = 8). 
 
4.7 Discussion  

 
We demonstrate that IEDs functionally interact with diverse and remote cortical regions in the 

human brain via induction of coupled spindles. Anatomical patterns of IED-spindle coupling are 

patient specific, but consistently localized outside of the seizure onset zone. Further, spindles in 
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brain regions targeted by IEDs have larger spatial extent and higher tendency to propagate 

compared to spindles in regions unaffected by IEDs. These altered spindle properties predict brain 

regions distinct from the epileptic network that express neural activity patterns coordinated with 

IEDs, reflecting interictal network dysfunction that could possibly contribute to cognitive 

comorbidities and disease progression.  

We found IED-induced spindles in each patient of our cohort, suggesting that it represents a 

conserved reaction to epileptiform activity in cortical networks. Spindles can be induced by 

synchronous synaptic input to cortical circuits, as occurs in response to physiologic oscillations 

(for instance, hippocampal sharp wave ripples) (Siapas and Wilson, 1998; Wierzynski et al., 2009), 

as well as exogenous electrical or magnetic stimulation (Massimini et al., 2007; Vyazovskiy et al., 

2009). The hypersynchronous neural firing associated with an IED likely generates a similar effect 

in cortical tissue (Bragin et al., 1999), resulting in a coupled spindle oscillation. We demonstrated 

that spindles occur within a well-defined time interval after IEDs in humans, and that IEDs can 

drive cortical neural spiking at monosynaptic latencies in animals (Gelinas et al., 2016). These 

characteristics suggest that pathologic neural firing conveyed through synaptic interactions initiate 

IED-spindle coupling. However, IED-related neural firing could be conveyed to cortex via cortico-

cortical or thalamocortical synapses (Alarcon et al., 1997; Bourien et al., 2005), and subsequent 

expression of spindles should recruit thalamocortical circuits (Steriade et al., 1993). The similarity 

in the duration, frequency, and amplitude between coupled and uncoupled spindles supports the 

same basic neural substrate in their generation.  

Insight into the pathways that support IED-spindle coupling can be gained by examining the 

anatomical relationship between pairs of regions that demonstrate these interactions. We were 

optimally positioned to assess these relationships due to the broad cortical electrode coverage in 
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each patient, reducing bias associated with restricted sampling of neural signals. Pairs were located 

on average more than 6 cm apart (substantially larger than the width of a gyrus (Thompson et al., 

1996)) and typically consisted of two distinct brain regions based on cortical parcellation. Thus, 

IED-spindle coupling in the human brain involves predominantly medium to long-range, rather 

than local, connections. 

IED-spindle interactions were consistent with white matter connectivity patterns (Hagmann et al., 

2008; Jung et al., 2017). There were prominent interactions between limbic/temporopolar cortex 

and ventrolateral frontal cortex (Sedat and Duvernoy, 1990), as well as between lateral temporal, 

dorsolateral prefrontal, and parietal cortices (Schmahmann et al., 2007), in keeping with 

tractography defined networks (Dosenbach et al., 2007). However, the anatomical distribution of 

IED-spindle coupling was also highly individualized. Similar variability occurs in the propagation 

of seizures and IEDs across patients with anatomically comparable epileptogenic lesions (Alarcon 

et al., 1997; Proix et al., 2017), and even in resting state functional connectivity across normal 

subjects (Mueller et al., 2013).  

Another factor that predicted IED-spindle coupling was the location of the epileptic network. 

Spindles coupled to IEDs were consistently observed in brain regions that did not generate IEDs 

and seizures. These regions were also unlikely to be recruited into early stages of seizure 

propagation. Therefore, expression of spindles temporally locked to IEDs likely reflects a 

directional interaction from the epileptic to the non-epileptic zone. The brain regions outside of 

the active ictal area during a seizure (Englot et al., 2008; Schevon et al., 2012) or immediately 

surrounding an IED focus (Serafini and Loeb, 2015) display neural firing and oscillations 

suggestive of increased inhibition. IED-spindle coupling in rats is associated with a strong 

inhibition of neural firing for hundreds of milliseconds prior to the start of the spindle oscillation 
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(Gelinas et al., 2016). Regions of IED-spindle coupling “surround” the epileptic network, 

suggesting that these areas receive synaptic activity generated by IEDs, but can mount an 

inhibitory response that prevents IED propagation. 

Cross-correlation and coherence analysis of spindles in our patients supports the strong local 

expression patterns of these oscillations (Caderas et al., 1982; Nishida and Walker, 2007; 

Dehghani et al., 2010; Andrillon et al., 2011; Halassa et al., 2011), though some spindles have a 

more global distribution (Muller et al., 2016). We also found evidence that regionally restricted 

spindles can travel across the cortical surface, consistent with traveling waves in other frequencies 

in the awake human brain (Takahashi et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2018). We found that spindles in 

brain regions expressing IED-spindle coupling have a larger spatial extent and higher propensity 

to travel compared to those in brain regions without IED-coordinated activity. Increased 

frequency-specific coherence between functionally related brain regions and traveling waves 

correlate with successful task-based information processing (Hipp et al., 2011; Samaha and Postle, 

2015; Rohenkohl et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2018). In contrast, lack of functionally segregated 

network activity is associated with immature neural networks and impaired neurocognitive 

performance (Dosenbach et al., 2010; Ibrahim et al., 2014). IED-induced increases to coherence 

and traveling of spindles could disrupt the spatiotemporal specificity of these oscillations and 

impair functional neural computation.  

Focal epilepsy is associated with brain dysfunction that extends beyond the epileptic network 

(Bettus et al., 2011; Englot et al., 2016; Lagarde et al., 2018; Tong et al., 2019). This dysfunction 

may contribute to cognitive impairments in these patients (Hermann et al., 2006) and prime the 

brain for further spread of the epileptic network (Sato et al., 1998; Velisek and Moshe, 2003), but 

lack of mechanistic understanding limits approaches to treatment. Our results identify IED-spindle 
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coupling as a consistent but individualized pattern of dynamically coordinated interactions 

between the epileptic network and surrounding brain regions. Brain regions that exhibit this 

coupling also display altered capacity for oscillatory expression and propagation that persists 

beyond the epochs of coupling, allowing them to be identified even the absence of IEDs. IED-

spindle coupling may therefore play a role in establishing the altered global connectivity observed 

in patients with focal epilepsy. Detection and manipulation of these patterns of coordinated brain 

activity (Maingret et al., 2016) will permit causal testing of this hypothesis and may present new 

opportunities for therapies to address distributed network dysfunction in epilepsy 

 
4.8 Methods 

 
Subjects 

We analyzed intracranial electroencephalography (iEEG) recordings from 10 patients with focal 

epilepsy who underwent clinical electrode placement as part of the work-up for epilepsy surgery. 

Gathering and analysis of this data was approved by the Institutional Review Board at New York 

University Langone Medical Center (NYULMC), and all data collection occurred at this 

institution. Informed written consent was obtained from all patients according to the Declaration 

of Helsinki. Each patient had a configuration of electrodes implanted based on clinical need, 

including subdural grids and strips, as well as depth electrodes. Patients with focal epilepsy with 

continuous high quality iEEG recordings that included at least one 8 x 8 subdural grid (1 cm 

electrode spacing, center to center) in the absence of major cortical lesions were eligible for 

analysis. The majority of patients had normal neuroimaging; when lesions were identified they 

were pathologically identified as focal cortical dysplasia or low-grade tumor. All patients had a 
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similar number of electrodes available for analysis. Recordings included waking and sleep epochs; 

no task-related data was analyzed.  

Clinical reports 

We obtained the clinical iEEG reports for each patient’s hospital admission. Each report detailed 

the date, time, semiology, onset and propagation of seizures, as well as clinical localization of 

IEDs. Data was clinically interpreted using a combination of referential montage (referenced to 

epidural electrodes) and bipolar montage (based on pairs of neighboring electrodes). Epochs of 

iEEG data corresponding to these seizures were identified for further analysis.  

iEEG data pre-processing and detections   

Epochs of sleep were identified by immobility (lack of change in a motion vector extracted from 

synchronized video files) in concert with increased delta/gamma frequency ratio in the iEEG 

spectrogram. Referential data was imported into Matlab and resampled from 512 to 1250 Hz for 

compatibility with previously validated analytical toolboxes. IED detection was performed on all 

electrodes, using a combination of frequency, amplitude, and duration parameters: (i) band-pass 

filtering at 25–80 Hz and signal rectification; (ii) detection of events where the filtered envelope 

was > 3 times above baseline; (iii) elimination of events where the unfiltered envelope was < 3 

times above baseline; (iv) elimination of IEDs occurring within 500 ms of another IED to prevent 

over-correlation due to a run of IEDs (Gelinas et al., 2016). Detected IEDs had waveforms 

consistent with typical interictal spikes and/or sharp waves, and were variably associated with an 

aftergoing slow wave (Supplementary Fig. 1). Spindle detection was performed based on wavelet 

derived power and duration parameters. A ratio of normalized autoregressive wavelet-based PAR 

as first calculated based on the following equation: 
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where spindle band power (Pspi) was based on 10-20 Hz, low band power was based on 2-8 Hz 

(Plow), and high band power was based on 25-40 Hz (Phigh). Spindle events were identified when 

the ratio crossed zero and was greater than 0.1 for a minimum of 300 ms and a maximum of 3 s. 

We detected both fast (13-15 Hz) and slow (9-12 Hz) spindles using this approach. All detections 

were visually inspected for accuracy for each recording session. 

iEEG electrode localization 

Localization of intracranial electrodes was performed based on reconstruction of subject specific 

pial surfaces, co-registration of pre- and post-implant MRI images, a combination of manual and 

automatic localization of electrodes, and subsequent co-registration to a standard template brain 

(Yang et al., 2012). MNI coordinates and the gyral location of electrodes (determined based on 

cortical parcellation using the Desikan-Killiany atlas (Desikan et al., 2006)) were used for across 

subject localization comparisons. For visualization of group data, electrode MNI coordinates from 

patients with right hemisphere electrodes were converted to corresponding left hemisphere 

coordinates. 

iEEG spatiotemporal analysis 

We used a combination of freely available, online Matlab toolboxes (Freely Moving Animal 

Toolbox; http://fmatoolbox.sourceforge.net; Chronux; http://chronux.org) and custom Matlab 

code. Cross-correlograms, calculated using a modified convolution method (Stark and Abeles, 

2009), enabled temporal correlation between detected events. Spindles were designated as coupled 

to an IED if they occurred within 1 second after the IED. Power was extracted using wavelet 

transformation (Gabor). Spatial extent of oscillations was determined by two methods, which 

provided complementary results: i) cross-correlation of detected events and identification of 
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electrodes with significant zero time lag values; ii) determination of wavelet-based coherence at 

the time of detected events. 

iEEG phase analysis 

i) Initial processing. To extract spindle phase, we first applied a third order 10-15 Hz bandpass 

Butterworth filter to the local field potential recordings from all the electrodes within the 8 × 8 

subdural grid at the time of each detected spindle (spindle trial). Filtered data was downsampled 

to 125 Hz and Hilbert transform was performed to extract the instantaneous phase of the spindles. 

We compared this method to cycle-by-cycle time domain analysis (Cole and Voytek, 2018). The 

peaks, troughs, and flank midpoints in individual spindle cycles were identified and a phase time 

series was estimated by interpolating between the theoretical phases at these points. We obtained 

similar results in the instantaneous phases and their gradients extracted using these two methods 

(Supplementary Fig. 4D-E). We did not incorporate electrodes of subdural strips or depths in this 

analysis, due to their inconsistent geometry relative to adjacent electrodes. 

ii) Calculation of phase gradient directionality (PGD). We computed the PGD to quantitatively 

assess whether spindles behaved as traveling waves across the cortex. PGD is a measure of the 

alignment of phase gradients of oscillations over space (Rubino et al., 2006). If the PGD exceeds 

a threshold value, the oscillations in that space exhibit wave-like traveling for which the direction 

can be estimated. We sought to determine PGD values across a spatial extent that consistently 

demonstrated amplitude coherent spindles to minimize spurious phase values that could be elicited 

by filtering. Across patients, this spatial extent was found to be a cluster of 3×3 electrodes 

(Supplementary Fig. 4). We verified expected variations in PGD based on cluster size, with smaller 

clusters exhibiting higher PGD values (consistent with phase gradients that are highly aligned over 

a short distance), and larger clusters exhibiting lower PGD values (consistent with the primarily 
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spatially localized nature of the oscillations; Supplementary Fig. 5). Therefore, we characterized 

systematic variations in the spindle phase across a region of nine electrodes organized in a 3×3 

cluster. By sliding this window over the entire 8 × 8 electrode space, we obtained a total of 36 

oscillation clusters for each patient grid. For each cluster and its corresponding number of spindle 

trials, the instantaneous phase at the start time point of the spindle was extracted.  Having obtained 

a spatial array of instantaneous phase values, we computed the PGD as: 

  

If a cluster contained noisy or missing electrodes, the instantaneous phase for those electrodes 

were interpolated using neighboring phase values. We identified the spindle trials that 

demonstrated significant PGD values (PGD > threshold) and estimated the propagation directions 

across those trials by calculating the angle between the average horizontal and vertical phase 

gradients of that cluster.  

iii) Determination of threshold for PGD significance. For each patient’s subdural grid, we 

computed a single threshold to determine the significant PGD values in all oscillation clusters. We 

identified five test clusters located on the corners and center regions of the grid. For each cluster 

and spindle trial, we shuffled the phase values across the 3 × 3 region for 500 iterations per spindle 

trial and computed the median PGD for each iteration. The 95th percentile of this shuffled phase 

distribution signified the PGD threshold for that cluster. We averaged the threshold values across 

the five test clusters to obtain the final PGD threshold for each patient’s grid electrodes. PGD 

values that exceeded this threshold in each 3×3 cluster were classified as significant. 

iv) Consistency of directional travel. For significant PGD values, we calculated the consistency of 

directional travel (i.e. the degree to which spindles traveled in preferred direction(s)). Because the 

preferred traveling direction of a population of spindle events is not necessarily unimodal, we 
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convolved the histogram of the spindle direction angles with a finite gaussian window and 

estimated the 95th percent confidence intervals using a Poisson distribution (Stark and Abeles, 

2009). The maximum of the angle bins that surpassed the upper bound of the confidence interval 

represented preferred direction(s) of spindle traveling in each cluster. To determine clusters that 

expressed both a high proportion of traveling spindles and highly preferred direction(s) of travel, 

we calculated a modulation index (MI) based on the histogram of spindle propagation angles as 

follows: 

 

For each patient, we determined the histogram mean per cluster (local mean), and the mean of all 

cluster histograms combined (global mean). When the local and global means differed by more 

than an order of magnitude, the global mean was used to calculate the modulation index; otherwise 

the local mean was used. This approach enabled identification of the region with the highest 

number traveling spindles with consistent direction of travel regardless of the variability in this 

property across the grid. 

Statistical analysis 

Differences between groups were calculated using non-parametric ranksum (Wilcoxon) or 

ANOVA (Kruskal-Wallis with Bonferroni correction) depending on the nature of the data 

analyzed. Probability distributions were compared using two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests. 

Correlations were calculated using a correlation coefficient matrix based on the covariance of input 

variables. Error bars represent s.e.m. Significance level was P < 0.05. 
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Conclusions 

The fate of a long-term memory is determined by subsequent experience and is dynamic over a 

prolonged period. Our results show that three prominent network patterns implicated in memory 

(SPW-R, SPI, and CXR) undergo dynamic comodulation across the cycle of memory 

consolidation, reconsolidation, and updating. We hypothesize that temporal links between these 

plasticity-related oscillations in different brain structures provide the network infrastructure for 

cellular and molecular changes associated with long-term memory processing.  Enhanced SPW-R 

/ SPI coupling was associated with consolidation of memories whereas reconsolidation was 

influenced by upregulation of SPW-R / CXR coupling. These oscillatory coupling patterns serve 

as neurophysiologic biomarkers that differentiate consolidation and reconsolidation memory 

processes. Furthermore, global SPI patterns that are coordinated across multiple neocortical 

regions are strongly correlated with SPW-R and enhanced with learning. Our findings present an 

opportunity for design of novel closed-loop investigations to manipulate memory across   

distributed neural  networks  and enhance understanding of disorders characterized by impaired 

and overactive information retention. For example, in cases where individuals have impaired 

information retention, such as in memory disorders associated with aging or neurological 

disorders, cognitive interventions or pharmacological treatments aimed at enhancing SPW-R / SPI 

coupling can aid in memory formation and consolidation. Such interventions could aim to enhance 

the neural processes involved in consolidation by stimulating multiple neocortical sites at the time 

of SPW-R to generate global SPIs.  Similarly, in cases where individuals have overactive 

information retention, such as in post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) or phobias, modifying 

SPW-R / CXR interactions, a key neurophysiologic marker of memory reconsolidation, could help 

identify potential targets for therapeutic interventions aimed at weakening or erasing maladaptive 
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fear memories.  Our results from human epilepsy studies identified IED-spindle coupling as a 

biomarker of pathological activity which plays a role in establishing the altered global connectivity 

observed in patients with focal epilepsy. These IEDs, like physiologic SPW-Rs, also induce 

cortical delta waves and spindles. Modulating spindle expression around the time of IEDs in rodent 

kindling models can provide a causal link between the IED-spindle and memory, paving way for 

new opportunities for therapies to address disruption of large-scale intercortical communication in 

epilepsy. 


